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Aunited Opposition on
Thursday came out in sup-

port of West Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee
after the Election Commission’s
decision to cut short cam-
paigning by 20 hours in the
State in the aftermath of clash-
es between Trinamool
Congress (TMC) and BJP
workers during Amit Shah’s
roadshow on Tuesday evening.

A delegation of the
Opposition leaders, led by
Congress leader Abhishek
Manu Singhvi, took up the
issue with the EC. 

Opposition leaders in the
delegation — Singhvi, BSP
chief Mayawati, Andhra
Pradesh Chief Minister N
Chandrababu Naidu, Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) chief
Arvind Kejriwal, CPI (M) gen-
eral secretary Sitaram Yechury,
DMK chief MK Stalin, and
AIMIM chief Asaduddin
Owaisi — questioned the logic
behind EC’s decision to cut
short campaigning. They asked
what prevented the poll body
from stopping the election
campaigning immediately. 

In first such action in
India’s electoral history, the
EC had on Wednesday ordered
campaigning in nine West
Bengal constituencies to end at
10 pm on Thursday, a day
before its scheduled deadline,
following violence between
BJP and TMC workers in
Kolkata during a roadshow by
BJP chief Amit Shah.

Earlier, Mayawati came out

in support of Mamata Banerjee.
“Election Commission has
banned campaigning in West
Bengal, but from 10 pm today
just because the PM has two
rallies during the day. When
they had to put a ban why not
from morning? This is unfair.
the EC is acting under pres-
sure,” the BSP chief said.

Mayawati added, “It is clear
that PM Modi, Amit Shah, and
their leaders are targeting
Mamata Banerjee. This is
planned targeting. This is a
very dangerous and unjust
trend and one which doesn’t

suit the PM of the country.” 
The Congress too accused

the EC of losing its credibility
and independence and said
time has come to review the
process of the poll panel’s
appointment. Asking whether
the model code of conduct had
become the “Modi code of
misconduct”, Congress’ chief
spokesperson Randeep
Surjewala said the EC order
curtailing campaigning in
Bengal by 20 hours is a “dark
spot” on India’s democracy
and institutions like the
Election Commission. 

“It appears the Election
Commission’s action is a part-
ing gift” to Modi and the BJP
to ensure Modi’s two pre-
announced election rallies in
Mathurapur and Dum Dum on
Thursday are not hit, Surjewala
alleged.

Kejriwal said the people of
the State will give a befitting
reply to the “perpetrators of
violence and hooliganism”.

Chandrababu Naidu too
threw his weight behind
Mamata. “It is disturbing to see
prompt action by the ECI on a
complaint by the BJP and Amit

Shah in Bengal, while conve-
niently ignoring the complaints
of TMC,” Naidu tweeted. 

Saying that it is high time
that the poll panel acts on com-
plaints by the Opposition,
Naidu said, “Giving clean chit
to Narendra Modi, taking
unjustified prompt action after
false complaints by BJP, wilful
inaction on genuine complaints
by Opposition parties clearly
raise doubts about the neu-
trality, impartiality, and fairness
of the ECI.”

Accusing the EC of going
against all norms of democra-
tic fair play, SP chief Akhilesh
Yadav said, “The EC’s decision
to curtail campaigning in
Bengal is against all norms of
democratic fair play. I fully sup-
port @MamataOfficial ji in
her fight to stop the undemo-
cratic march of the two and a
half men who have used and
abused every institution of our
country for their own gain.” 

CPI(M) general secretary
Sitaram Yechury asked if the
poll body had set the time to
allow Modi to address two ral-
lies in Bengal in the afternoon.

“If a ban is intended for 72
hours, why is it starting at 10
pm tomorrow? Is it to allow the
two rallies of the Prime
Minister before that?” Yechury
tweeted. 

DMK president MK Stalin
tweeted, “Ban on campaign in
nine constituencies in
#WestBengal. 

The EC has one set of
rules for the Opposition and
another for the ruling party.
Highly condemnable.” 
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The assassin of Mahatma
Gandhi, Nathuram Godse,

is in the centre of a fresh con-
troversy as BJP’s Bhopal Lok
Sabha candidate Sadhvi Pragya
Thakur on Thursday described
Godse a “deshbhakt”. 

However, she retracted her
statement soon and apologised
with her party condemning
the comment, but not before
the Opposition Congress went
to town alleging that insulting
martyrs is in the DNA of the
saffron party. The Congress
also sought an apology from
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

The Election Commission
has (EC) sought  a report from
Madhya Pradesh chief electoral
officer by Friday on Pragya’s
statement.

Talking to a news channel
on Thursday, Pragya had said,
“Nathuram Godse was a deshb-
hakt (patriot), he is and will
remain a deshbhakt. Those
calling him a terrorist should
instead look at themselves.
They will be given a befitting
reply in this election.”

Pragya made the statement
in response to a question over
actor-turned-politician Kamal

Haasan’s remarks that Godse
was Independent India’s first
terrorist. The BJP condemned
Pragya’s praise for Godse and
asked her to tender an apolo-
gy in public.

“We completely disagree
with her statement with regard
to Mahatma Gandhi. We
strongly condemn this state-
ment. The party will seek clar-
ification from her. It would be
proper for her to tender a
public apology for her objec-
tionable statement,” BJP
spokesperson GVL Narasimha
Rao said in a statement.

Congress’ chief spokesper-

son Randeep Surjewala said, “It
is clear, the BJP people are the
descendants of Godse. BJP
people say Godse was a patri-
ot and martyr Hemant Karkare
was a traitor. Culture of vio-
lence and insulting martyrs is
the DNA of the BJP.”

He said, “Modi-Amit Shah
ji’s favourite BJP leader Pragya
Thakur once again insulted
the whole nation by calling
Gandhi’s killer Nathuram
Godse ‘a true patriot’.”

The BJP, through its lead-
ers, is repeatedly launching
“malicious attacks” on the
Father of the Nation’s thinking,
path and ideology, Surjewala
alleged.

“This is a conspiracy to
insult Gandhian principles.
This is an unforgivable crime
which the country will not
forgive,” he said. “If Modi ji has
some wisdom then he should
punish Pragya Thakur and
apologise to the country,”
Surjewala said.

Pragya had started her
election campaign by claiming
that late Mumbai Police Anti-
Terrorist Squad chief Hemant
Karkare was killed in 26/11
Mumbai terror attack because
she had cursed him. 
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West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee and

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
attacked each other on
Thursday over the smashing of
the bust of Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar in the violence dur-
ing BJP chief Amit Shah’s road-
show in Kolkata on Tuesday
and traded barbs over building
a new statue of the 19th century
Bengali icon.

Hours before the bitter
campaign came to an end on
Thursday night, curtailed by a
day by the Election
Commission, Modi said his
Government was committed
towards Vidyasagar’s vision
and promised to install his
grand statue at the same spot
in Kolkata.

Rejecting Modi’s offer,
Mamata said Bengal does not
need BJP’s money and that the
State has enough to rebuild the
statue. “We do not seek alms
from the BJP,” said Mamata.

The Prime Minister and
the Trinamool Congress
(TMC) supremo also traded
charges as to who was respon-
sible for the vandalisation of the
bust. While Modi said the bust
was vandalised by “TMC goon-
das”. Mamata claimed it was
BJP “hooligans” who had
destroyed the heritage of West
Bengal.

“We have been witnessing
the attitude of Didi for long and
now the country is also seeing
it. Dedicated to the vision of
Ishwar Chand Vidyasagar, our

Government will install a
panchdhatu (made up of five
metals) statue at the very spot
and give a reply to TMC goon-
das,” Modi told a rally in Mau
in Uttar Pradesh.

“The statue of Ishwar
Chandra Vidyasagar was bro-
ken by TMC goondas during
the roadshow of BJP president
Amit Shah. Those involved in
this act should be given
exemplary punishment,” the
Prime Minister said.

Addressing another rally

at  Mathurapur in West
Bengal, Modi alleged that the
West Bengal Police, in con-
nivance with the State
Government, was trying to
wipe out evidence of the van-
dalisation.

“Those involved in the act
of vandalising the statue
should be given exemplary
punishment,” Modi said,
adding, “Police officers are
trying to wipe out the evi-
dence of the incident in order
to save the TMC goons.”
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The Leader of Opposition in
the Rajya Sabha and senior

Congress leader Ghulam Nabi
Azad on Wednesday hinted
that his party was ready to give
up claims on the Prime
Minister’s post to prevent the
BJP-led NDA return to power.

Azad’s statement is being
seen as a subtle hint to allies as
well as prospective partners of
the Congress that the grand old
party was flexible on the choice
of Prime Minister and would
not force them to accept the
leadership of Rahul Gandhi.

Interacting with media in
Patna, Azad said, “We have
already made our stand clear.
If a consensus is made in the
favour of Congress, then the
party will take the leadership
but our aim has always been
that NDA Government should
not come. We will go with the
unanimous decision.”

“We are not going to make
an issue that we (Congress) will
not let anyone else become the
Prime Minister if it is not
offered to us (Congress). We
are in the last phase of elections
and I can say on the basis of my

experience during campaign-
ing across the country that nei-
ther BJP nor NDA is going to
return to power at the Centre. 

“Narendra Modi is also
not going to become the Prime
Minister for the second time...
Non-NDA non-BJP
Government will be installed at
the Centre after the Lok Sabha
elections,” Azad said.  

Leaders such as MK Stalin,
Tejashwi Yadav and even
Arvind Kejriwal have said they
are ready to support Rahul. 

Criticising the saffron

party, Azad said the BJP has
been “thoroughly exposed”
after coming to power at the
Centre as it has followed its ide-
ology of “creating hatred and
divide” in society.

Azad also condemned the
smashing of the bust of Ishwar
Chandra Vidyasagar, a noted
philosopher and a Bengal icon,
during the clash between BJP
and TMC supporters during
Amit Shah’s roadshow in
Kolkata on Tuesday and said
stern action should be taken
against the guilty.
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Two Indian climbers have
died in Nepal due to high

altitude sickness near the sum-
mit of Mount Kanchenjunga
during an expedition to the
world’s third tallest peak, an
official said on Thursday.

Biplab Baidya (48) and
Kuntal Karar (46) died on
Wednesday night above Camp
IV after they were unable to
continue their descent from
near the 8,586-metre peak due
to hypothermia and snow-
blindness.

“Biplab made it success-
fully to the summit point
while Kuntal fell sick on his
way and could not make it to
the top. The Indian duo died
while climbing down from
the peak,” Mira Acharaya, liai-

son officer at Nepal’s Ministry
of Tourism team deployed at
the base camp, told PTI.

According to fel low
climbers,  the incident
occurred when the duo were
being brought to Camp IV
from an altitude of 8,400
metres through a herculean

rescue operation carried out
by Project Possible team leader
Nirmal ‘Nims’ Purja along
with the fellow members.

“They succumbed to high
altitude sickness,” said Pasang
Sherpa, Director of Peak
Promotion Ltd, that carried
out the expedition.

They were part of a five-
member team of climbers
from West Bengal, Sherpa
said.

“Two Indian climbers and
a German mountaineer who
also suffered from serious
frostbite will be evacuated
from the high altitude camp as
early as possible,” he said.

Another climber from
Chile is missing from above
Camp IV of Mount
Kanchenjunga since
Wednesday evening.
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The Directorate of Education
(DoE) has directed 605

private schools in Delhi to
deposit �5 lakh as Environment
Compensation Charges (ECC)
or face de-recognition for fail-
ing to install rainwater har-
vesting systems on their
premises. The National Green
Tribunal (NGT) asked the DoE
in February this year to direct
such schools to deposit the
compensation within two
weeks.

The fine was originally
imposed as per an NGT order
dated November 16, 2017,
which said any institution fail-
ing to install rainwater har-
vesting systems within two
months would be liable to pay
environment compensation of
�5 lakh. 

“Taking cognisance of the
non-compliance of the earlier
directions, 605 private schools

were found defaulters of either
not having rainwater harvest-
ing system installed or having
a yet to be made functional sys-
tem,” an official of the
Directorate of Education said.

While the construction has
not started at 331 private
schools, the rain water har-
vesting plants are yet to be
made functional in 274 private
schools in the city.

“We have issued final
notices to the schools to deposit
the compensation within three
days. This shall be treated as
final opportunity, failing which
further necessary action for
withdrawal of recognition of
concerned schools shall be
taken without any further
opportunity,” the official said.

The NGT had earlier
directed schools and colleges to
approach a committee consti-
tuted by it for inspecting the
premises and granting per-
mission to institutions for

operating the system.
If it was not possible to

install the rainwater harvesting
system, the institution should

have approached the commit-
tee, NGT order read. 
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Six terrorists, including a top
commander of Jaish-e-

Mohammad (JeM), a Pakistani
national, were gunned down by
the joint teams of security
forces, while an Army jawan
attained martyrdom, three oth-
ers sustained injuries and a
civilian lost his life in two sep-
arate gunfights in South
Kashmir’s Pulwama and
Shopian districts on Thursday.

According to police spoke-
sman, “Three terrorists were
killed in Dalipora of Pulwama
and three others in Handew of
Shopian on Thursday.”

Violent protests were
reported from Pulwama soon
after the gunbattle. Curfew
like restrictions have been
clamped in Pulwama town and
surrounding villages.  Mobile
internet have been snapped as
a precautionary step. 

Separatists have called
shutdown on Friday against the
recent killings.

Till the time of filing the
report, another fierce gun bat-
tle was going on in Kandi area
of North Kashmir Kupwara.

Detailed report on P5
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BJP candidate from Bhopal
Sadhvi Pragya Thakur is

again in the limelight over the
similar reasons. She has now
termed Mahatma Gandhi’s
killer Nathuram Godse as a
patriot. 

Notably, few days ago,
actor- turned- politician Kamal
Haasan called Mahatma
Gandhi’s killer Nathuram
Godse first terrorist of free
India.

The Sadhi who was cam-
paigning in favour of party can-
didate in Agar Malwa on
Thursday while replying to a
query of media persons on
Kamal Haasan’s remarks said,
“Nathuram Godse ek deshb-
hakt the, hain aur rahenge.
(Nathuram Godese was a patri-
ot, is one and would be a patri-
ot always),” said the sadhvi.

Those calling him a ter-
rorist should see inside their
own self and a befitting reply
would be given to such people
in the elections, affirmed the
BJP candidate.

Continued on page 4
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Yellow Tie Hospitality,
India’s restaurant Franchise

Management company,
launched its first ever
Vegetarian Restaurant in India.
The first outlet was opened at
Hoshangabad Road in Bhopal.

Yellow Tie Hospitality has
taken over the brand from
Celebrity Chef Harpal Singh
Sokhito who grew the business
through franchising. Twist of
Tadka is an Indian Casual
Dining Restaurant format serv-
ing Indian appetizers, Indian
Mains, Desserts & Beverages.
Yellow Tie Hospitality plans to
launch 5 stores at PAN India
level with focus on Tier-2 &
Tier-3 cities in the next one
year.

While talking to media
persons here on Thursday,
Harpal Singh said the restau-
rant concept brings to you fun,
casual, authentic food from

Chef Harpal's famous TV
shows, travel and his mother’s
kitchen. Twist of Tadka
derived it's essence from the
Fun loving Punjabi personal-
ity of Chef Harpal and his
popular television show
Turban Tadka. Good food and
fun—in an out of the box
ambience of cultural yet retro
Punjab, is the crux of the
brand. 

You can sit back in com-
fort, chill and have a great
meal experience where finger
licking is absolutely allowed. 

The chef further said that
the twist of Tadka stands for
taste, experience, quality, cred-
ibility and redefines Fun and
Food. The mouth-watering,
famous dishes from the tele-
vision are now being served on
the plates of Twist of Tadka.

He further said,
“Whenever I visit different
cities of India, I’m always
asked the question that where
can people go if they want to

taste Indian delicacies that
they see me preparing on my
shows. Also, Indian cuisine has
remained the most preferred
option for family dining
options. We have a very inter-
esting menu that we feel will
cater to all age groups. Some
signature dishes like
‘SabzPanchmel’,  ‘Paneer
Highway Butter Masala’,
‘BabycornKurchan’,‘Mexican
Cheesy PaniPuri’, ‘Black &
White Cookie Lassi’, ‘Mirchaan
Wala Halwa’ & much more.

Karan Tanna, Founder
&CEO, Yellow Tie Hospitality
said, “We are very excited to
finally launch an out & out
Indian cuisine Casual Dining
brand and we can’t wait to
grow it in India. 

We are planning to invest
1 million USD every year for
the next 3 years& plan to
open 10 stores at PAN India by
end of 2019.We are very opti-
mistic to grow across Tier-2 &
Tier-3 cities in India.”
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One out of every three
Indian is suffering from

Hypertension and to deal with
it, campaign is organised every
year by World Hypertension
League on World Hypertension
Day on May 17, said Dr. PC
Manoria while speaking with
the media persons on
Wednesday.

The slogan for this year is
‘Know your numbers’ which
means measures your blood
pressure in terms of number
and spread the awareness.

In India, 3 out of every 10
adults suffer from
‘Hypertension’. The figure for
the rural and urban doesn’t dif-
fer much. The Urban popula-
tion is around 30 percent which
suffers from Hypertension
while rural population is
around 25 percent which suf-
fered from Hypertension.

High blood pressure is

very easy to identify, which can
be done only by measuring
blood pressure and its treat-
ment is not expensive but most
people do not take blood pres-
sure medicines regularly
because symptoms do not sur-
face for many years of this dis-
ease. 

In urban areas, blood pres-
sure of only 20 percent of the
people is under control where-
as in rural areas it is 10 per-
cent.

Dr. Pankaj Manoria said

that every person should take
care of his heart by decreasing
risk factor such as smoking,
cholesterol, Blood Pressure.

He said that high blood
pressure targets the heart,
brain and kidney, which leads
to heart attack, kidney disease
and kidney disease. 

Blood pressure disease
does not cause any symptoms
in the body, its address can
only be detected by measuring
blood pressure, hence the
hypertension is a silent killer.
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A35-year-old man was
found dead near railway

tracks at Raslkhedi on
Wednesday. The man com-
mitted suicide or it was an acci-
dent is under investigation.

Police were informed after
a man was found dead at rail-
way tracks in the night on
Sunday and on the receipt of
the information, a police team
reached the spot and started
investigation.

In the initial investigation,
the identity of the deceased was
identified as Golu alias Sachin
Gaur of Raslakhedi.

Later, the body was sent for
post-mortem and the police
have registered a case under
section 174 of the CrPC. The
circumstantial evidences sug-
gests that the deceased com-
mitted suicide but to ascertain
it at this moment is not possi-
ble and could be confirmed
only after receiving the post
mortem report.

Under the same police sta-
tion, a 38-year-old man was
found dead near railway tracks
on Wednesday. The deceased
was heavily addicted to liquor
said police.

The deceased, identified
as Dashrath Ahirwar of Atal
Ayub Nagar, was found dead
and in the investigation, police
found that the deceased was
heavily addicted to liquor and
might have hit by a train in an
inebriated state.

Police have started further
investigation.

Meanwhile a 28-year-old
man committed suicide by
hanging at his residence in
Bheem Nagar under
Jehangirabad police station

area on Thursday.
According to police, the

deceased, Anil Wathore, was
found hanging by his wife in
the afternoon when she
returned from work and
rushed to a nearby hospital
where he was declared dead.

Police said that on
Thursday at around 10 am
deceased committed suicide.

Investigating Officer,
Surendra Singh, said the reason
could not be ascertained but
circumstantial evidences sug-
gest that the couple were facing
financial problems. The two
were daily wage workers and
were finding it hard to get work
on daily basis.

The statement of the wife
is yet to recorded, he added. 
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Miscreants decamped with
valuables worth �2 lakh

from Sanefia Apartment under
Koh-e-Fiza police station area
in the evening of Tuesday.

According to the police,
the victim Tanveer Ahmed,
along with his family, had
gone for outing in the evening
and when he returned late at
night, the lock was found bro-
ken and valuables were found
burgled.

A complaint was made by
the victim with the Koh-e-Fiza
police and in the complaint,  the

victim had claimed that on his
return, he found that the locks
were broken and on entering,
the house was found ransacked.
Two gold chains, one pair of gold
bangles, one pair of gold ear
rings and �22,000 cash were
found burgled claimed the vic-
tim.

Police said that in the bur-
glary, the almirah, which was
having the valuables, was tar-
geted and the other valuables
were not disturbed. The police
have registered a case under sec-
tion 457 and 380 of the IPC and
have started further investiga-
tion.

Menwhile, valuables worth
�1.5 lakh were burgled from
Sagar Premium Towers under
Kolar police station area on
Tuesday.

The victim, Depesh Gupta,
along with his family, had gone
to attend a wedding ceremony
on May 11 and on Tuesday
when his mother returned from
the ceremony, she found valu-
ables were burgled.

In the burglary, �60,000
cash and gold and silver jewel-
ry worth � 90,000 were burgled.
The police have registered a case
under sections 457 and 380 of
the IPC.
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Prof Sarit K Chaudhuri,
Director, IGRMS under the

Union Minister of Culture and
Prof TV Kattimani, Vice
Chancellor of IGNTU, Central
University under MHRD, Govt.
of India Amarkantak signed an
MOU on May 5, 2019, for ini-
tiating PG Diploma courses in
Museology. 

This will be a new begin-
ning in  Manav Sangrahalaya
which is known as one of the
finest ethnographic Museum of
Asia. 

This new academic jour-
ney will be started within this
year where graduate or even
post Graduate students from
all over India irrespective of
discipline will be in a position
to join by clearing entrance
examination which will be

conducted by IGNTU and
IGRMS. 

Along with Sangrahalaya
Curators, IGNTU faculties,
eminent museum specialists of
our country will be involved in
the course which will be more
focused on the development of
skill and knowledge about
contemporary museum prac-
tices in 21st century. Detailed
information about the modal-
ities, entrance and other for-
malities will be given in
IGRMS and IGNTU websites
and even in print and social
media.

Besides, the museum in a
statement said the Indira
Gandhi Rashtriya Manav
Sangrahalaya, Bhopal  entry for
the visitor will be free on the
occasion of International
Museum Day 2019 on
Saturday.
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Chief Electoral Officer
(CEO) VL Kantha Rao

on Thursday reviewed prepa-
rations for the Lok Sabha elec-
tion-2019 at Shajapur and
Aagar-Malwa district head-
quarters. Rao also met repre-
sentatives of recognised polit-
ical parties and observers
appointed by the Election
Commission of India.

CEO Rao instructed that
officers posted for election
work should continue to visit
their areas. They should take
immediate action in case of
violation of the Model Code of
Conduct or other illegal activ-
ities. He told micro observers
to supervise the election
process continuously and not
sit at the polling booth with-
out any work. Rao said that
micro observers to give special
training separately.

Rao told the nodal officers
to perform their duties and
fulfill their responsibilities

seriously and honestly and
work according to the proto-
col of the Election
Commission of India, 72
hours, 48 ??hours and 24 hours
before voting. Rao held a dis-
cussion with the District
returning Officers on critical
voting centres, security in vul-
nerable areas, distribution of
voter slips and voter guides,
shade for voters, drinking
water and other arrangements
at polling stations, GPS sys-
tems in the vehicles engaged in
electoral work etc.

IG Police (Election)
Yogesh Chaudhary reviewed
the security arrangements. He
said continuous movement of
posted police force should be
maintained. Conduct regular
checks of the area with the sec-
tor magistrate. 

Excise Commissioner
Rajneesh Srivastava instruct-
ed to take immediate action in
cases involving sale of illegal
liquor and illegal transporta-
tion.
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The six-day Children’s film
festival kick started at

Bharat Bhvan here from
Thursday. The Hindi film Yeh
Hai Chakkad Bakkad Bambe
Bo was screened to mark the
first day of the film festival.

Yeh Hai Chakkad Bakkad
Bumbe Bo is also known as
The Sensational Six. It is a 2003
Indian children's film directed
by Sridhar Rangayan, and writ-
ten by Vijay Tendulkar and
Sushma Bakshi. The film is
based on a short story by
Shakuntala Paranjpye and was
shot on location over 20 days
in Mandangad, Bankot and
Mumbai. The first day of the
film festival received a satis-
factory response.

The film features Mona
Ambegaonkar, Aardra Athalye,
Rahul Joshi, Ravindra Mankani
as Headmaster, Anvay
Ponkshe, Tom Alter, Seema
Ponkshe as Fisherwoman, Brij
Bhushan Sahni as Fisherman
and Bakul Thakker in the lead
role.  

The film is based on a short
story by Shakuntala Paranjpye.
The peace of their small
Konkan village is shattered

when four adventurous chil-
dren come upon the dangerous
smuggler Don Douglas. Two of
the boys are caught spying
and taken away by his goons.
With the help of their dog
Sikander and their monkey
Birbal, the rest of the team must
rescue them.

The peace of their small
Konkan village is shattered
when four adventurous chil-
dren come upon the dangerous
smuggler Don Douglas. Two of
the boys are caught spying
and taken away by his goons.
With the help of their dog
Sikander and their monkey
Birbal, the rest of the team must
rescue them.
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Two events will be organised
for Bhopalites to observe

the World Museum Day.
On the occasion of World

Museum Day, special exhibi-
tion 'life reference' and lecture
has been organised in
Dushyant Kumar Memorial
Manuscript Museum on
Saturday at 5 pm.

While sharing this infor-
mation Rajurakar Raj, director
of the museum, said that on
May 18, senior litterateur
Rajesh Joshi will inaugurate
special exhibition at Dushyant
Museum. Senior story writer

Mukesh Verma will preside
over and famous writer Urmila
Shirish will be special guest.

In this special exhibition
'Life References' the collection
of the life-saving items of the
departed writers will be dis-
played. Along with this, there
will also be lectures on 'The
need of museum: in the context
of literature'.

Meanwhile, a painting
competition will be organized
on Saturday. The painting com-
petition will be organised to
observe the World Museum
Day in Madhya Pradesh Tribal
Museum.

In the competition, chil-

dren from 6 to 9, 10 to 12 and
13 to 16 years of age can par-
ticipate. The competition was
divided into category A which
included participants from 6
years to 9 years old, category B
included participants from 10
years to 12 years old and the
last category; Category C
included participants from 13
years to 16 years old.

The children will be pro-
vided by the sheet museum for
creation of pictures. Bring chil-
dren to the colors and brush-
es themselves. Children will
portray different galleries and
premises of Madhya Pradesh
tribal museum with their inter- est and vision.
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Chief Electoral Officer
(CEO) VL Kantha Rao on

Thursday reviewed the prepa-
rations for Lok Sabha
Elections-2019 at Neemuch
district headquarters and
directed that adequate arrange-
ment of shade should be made
for every voter standing in
line at polling booths.

Rao said that the officers
posted for the election work
should continue to visit their
areas. Immediate strict action
should be taken on receiving

information of violation of
Model Code of Conduct and
other illegal activities. Rao held
a discussion with representa-
tives of recognized political
parties also.

CEO Rao told to ensure
adequate safety arrangements
at critical polling booths.
Ensure strict adherence to pro-
hibitory rules to be imple-
mented 72 and 48 hours before
polling. Rao also discussed
about critical polling centers in
the district, security in the
vulnerable areas, distribution of
voter slips and voter guides,

shades for voters at polling sta-
tions, drinking water and other
arrangements and GPS systems
in vehicles engaged in electoral
work etc.

On this occasion, Joint
Chief Electoral Officer Arun

Kumar Tomar, IG Police
(Election) Yogesh Choudhary,
Excise Commissioner Rajneesh
Shrivastav and IG Narcotics
Wing GG Pandey besides offi-
cers of district administration
and police were also present.
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After the polling on May 12,
the attention of both the

major political parties has shift-
ed to Old Jail Bhopal, the
strong room where EVMs have
been kept.

Over half a dozen BJP
workers are maintaining  a
strict vigil on the happenings in
the strong room round-the-
clock in a small hall adjacent to
the entrance of the Old Jail
premises, which has been cor-
doned off since the EVMs
there.

These party workers
change duties in shifts and
keep their eyes glued to the
LED screens airing live footage
of inside the strong room
round the clock.

“We are here since May 13
after EVMs arrived, said
Pappu Vilas, the former BJP
corporator who heads the
team manning the supervis-
ing duty for BJP candidate
Pragya Thakur. He confirmed
that Pragya Thakur had vis-
ited the strong room on
Tuesday night.

Congress candidate
Digvijay Singh however has-
n’t visited the strong room as
of now.

On being asked what
made the BJP to guard the
strong room, Vilas pointed
finger towards Congress
leader Syed Shahid Hussain,
the general secretary of dis-
trict Congress, saying they
have started this trend and we

are just following.
To add, led by Hussain,

the Congress workers had
guarded the EVMs 24x7 dur-
ing assembly polls 2018.

Hussain smilingly con-
firmed that Congress workers
were present outside the
strong room until counting
last year claiming they did not
believe then BJP Government.

In small groups, we are

allowed to visit inside the
strong room 7-8 times daily,
claimed Hussain. Workers of
both the parties however
exuded confidence of a win.

RSS fol lowing unre-
strained statements from the
sadhvi post her nomination
had deployed volunteers from
across the country to oversee
her campaign.

Sources claimed that both

the party candidates are also
seeking regular updates from
the venue through their
sources.

The premises have cor-
doned off the area with heavy
barricading at the entrance of
the venue. 

Only authorised persons
are allowed to enter the
premises as authorities are
busy making arrangements

for the counting that takes
place on May 23.

The para-military jawans
are guarding the inner circle
of security in the Old Jail
while the outer security is
with State Armed Force
jawans and district police.
Senior police officers remain
present inside the venue to
keep a tab on security mea-
sures.
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After two days of normal
weather conditions, weath-

er turned harsh with hot and
humid conditions across the
State while few regions wit-
nessed rainfall in the past 24
hours.

Sagar, Chambal and
Gwalior divisions recorded
light rainfall in the past 24
hours. Good amount of rainfall
has been witnessed in Alirajpur
and Karera which recorded 1
cm of rainfall in the past 24
hours.

Met department has issued
warning of thundery activities
and dust storms in the next 24
hours and regions which are
likely to hit by the impact are
Gwalior and Chambal divi-
sions, Dhar, Dewas, Ujjain,
Neemuch, Mandsaur, Betul,
Chattarpur, Panna, Satna and
Balaghat districts.

Day temperatures soared
on Thursday across the state
and Sagar and Gwalior divi-
sions were the divisions which
recorded significant rise in the
temperatures.

State Capital recorded day
temperature at 40.3 degree
Celsius and night temperature
recorded night temperature at
26.3 degree Celsius and would
further cool in the next 24
hours which would not be a
significant change making

weather conditions soothing.
In comparison to day tem-

peratures night temperatures
witnessed significant rise mak-
ing the night discomforting.

Rajgarh recorded highest
night temperature at 28.3
degree Celsius. Apart from
Rajgarh 8 regions witnessed
night temperatures above 27
degree Celsius. The regions
were Damoh, Khajuraho,
Satna, Tikamgarh, Mandla,
Guna and Hoshangabad.

The highest day tempera-
ture was recorded at 43 degree
Celsius in Khargone, Shajapur,
Khajuraho, Nowgong and

Damoh.
According to forecast thun-

dery activities and light rainfall
are likely to be witnessed in
Gwalior and Chambal divi-
sions, Dhar, Dewas, Ujjain,
Neemuch, Mandsaur, Betul,
Chattarpur, Panna, Satna and
Balaghat districts in the next 24
hours.
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The students of
Rabindranath Tagore

University Institute learned
different and new technologies
in civil engineering.

Students of the Civil
Engineering department of
Rabindranath Tagore
University visited the mod-
ernisation area under con-
struction of Habibganj Railway
Station. It is worth mentioning
that under the ambitious pro-
ject of Indian Railways,
Habibganj Railway Station is
being upgraded to the inter-
national level under the Station
Redevelopment Programme.

Project Manager Abu Asif
gave detailed information
about the project, BOT (Build
Equipment Transfer) and P.P.P.

(Public Private Partnership).
Students were informed about
the new passenger building, the
covered platform, and the foot
over bridge, the underpass
tunnel, which was built on the
station. During the construc-
tion of a large area, what should
be a knowledge-based organi-
zation, how knowledgeable
knowledge and knowledge
should be given to the students.

While interacting with the
students experts told how
changes in the construction-
based business are being
brought. 

Experts associated with
the Construction, senior offi-
cials along with this team
shared information.

The students on the other
hand had a look at new tech-
niques used. They were also

amazed to explore the rare
facts of new techniques in
civil engineering during their
educational visit. 

A questionnaire was also
held during the visit. The stu-
dents asked about their various
queries to the experts.

Site Engineer Rahul
Sharma explained to the stu-
dents the drawing made
through the software like Auto
Cad, Stage Pro and Cad Pro.
Head of the Department Kapil
Soni said that such kind of
industrial excursion gives
information to the students
about new techniques. 

The students of the
University of Civil
Engineering, Prof.
Dharmendra Singh, Amit
Ahirwar and Vikrant Dubey
were also present.
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Deputy Inspector General of
Police Dharmendra

Choudhary, during a meeting
of nodal officers of Road Safety
Committee, said that intensive
efforts of road safety are essen-
tial for protection of human
life. If even one human life can
be saved with the efforts of var-
ious departments towards road
safety, it is a pious work.  

Choudhary explained the
need of camps related to rood
safety in schools and colleges to
make aware youth.

Choudhary discussed
issues like black spot, budget,
license cancellation, excess of
accidents in rural areas etc. He
said that the concerned depart-
ments should promptly work

regarding their responsibili-
ties so that road safety efforts
are fruitful. He also informed
about the efforts of road safe-
ty for public awareness.

Other important topics
and suggestions were also dis-
cussed in line with the instruc-

tions of State Road Safety
Implementation Committee
and Madhya Pradesh State
Road Safety Council. On this
occasion, nodal officers of the
respective departments includ-
ing AIG Police Shri Prashant
Sharma were present.
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The girl players of the State
have brought laurels to the

city after showcasing their
impressive performance. Rifle
Player of the Shooting
Academy, Aishwarya Pratap
Singh Tomar, and Shreya
Agarwal, and the Archery
Academy's player Muskan
Kirar, won the medal for the
country. The players have also
done well in their high school
exams for which the results
were announced on
Wednesday.

Director Sports and Youth

Welfare SL Thhoussen con-
gratulated them. He informed
that the players took special per-
mission and assistance from
education board to participate
in the international competition.
S.L. Thoussen thanked
Department of Secondary
Education and Education
Department. Sports Director
Thoussen said that all the efforts
will be made by the sports
department to make the players
not to be deprived of the exam
due to participation in interna-
tional events organised.

It is notable that the players
were required to participate in

international competitions dur-
ing the Board examinations
keeping in view that the Sports
Director had sent a letter to the
Education Department and the
Secondary Education Board
requesting the players to give
special permission for board
examination. The board has
given special permission to sit
in the examination while taking
sympathetic decisions.

Shooting Academy's player,
Ashish Pratap Singh, has
brought a gold and a bronze
medal to the country in inter-
national competitions.
Aishwarya has earned 9 gold

and two silver and bronze
medals in national champi-
onships. Similarly, the Archery
Academy's player Smasan Kirar,
who was twice champion of
Asia Cup junior and sub-junior,
has given away two gold, five sil-
ver and two bronze medals to
the national championships.
Apart from this, Smile has
earned five gold medals in
national competitions. Shreya
Agarwal has earned five gold,
three silver and five bronze
medals for the country in inter-
national competitions. Shreya
Agarwal has won 11 medals in
national championships.
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An FIR has been registered
against Computer Baba

alias Namdevdas Tyagi for vio-
lating Model Code of Conduct
for conducting three-day ‘Hath
Yoga’ in Bhopal in favour of
victory of Congress candidate
Digvijay Singh contesting from
the state capital.

Police have registered case
after BJP leaders Rahul Kothari
and Shanti Lal made a com-
plaint with the Election
Commission last week. In their
complaint the two claimed that
tactics by Computer Baba are
not unbiased and targeting
community to gain from the
divide.

After receiving the notice
from Election Commission
Computer Baba replied that he
had not invited the Digvijay
Singh during the procession
and money used to conduct the
procession was facilitated by
charitable donations.

It was a religious proces-
sion and not a political event no
information was provided
about sticking any political

poster but still some opposing
elements may have stuck the
posters. The BJP is turned
against because the saints are
not with them hence the BJP is
frightened.

On the other hand Digvijay
Singh visited during the pro-
cession and pictures of his
seating surrounded by saints,
said Computer Baba. 

He further added that the
BJP has cheated the society and
community. All saints are uni-
vocal in stating that without
Ram Mandir there will no
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
government again and are
holding the religious proces-
sion to ensure Digvijaya Singh
wins.

The Election commission
was discontented with the
explanation and recommend-
ed filing of a FIR and along
with this ordered to add the
cost of procession in Digvijaya
Singh's election expenses.
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Chief Electoral Officer
(CEO) VL Kantha Rao on

Thursday reviewed the prepa-
rations for Lok Sabha Elections
in Mandsaur district head-
quarters and issued instruc-
tions for strict monitoring and
stringent action in narcotics
related activities. Rao also held
a discussion with the repre-
sentatives of recognized polit-
ical parties.

CEO Rao said that in view
of the summer season, tents of
30 × 60 ft. instead of 15 × 15 ft.
should be put up for the voters
at the polling booths. Organize
special training for employees
and staff involved in webcast-
ing work. In case of failure of
GPS systems in election vehi-
cles, keep contact on tele-
phone. Ensure tight security in

critical polling stations. Rao
directed that strict adherence to
the prohibitory rules applicable
72 and 48 hours before the vot-
ing should be followed strict-
ly.

On this occasion, Joint
Chief Electoral Officer Arun
Kumar Tomar, IG Police
(Election) Yogesh Choudhary,
Excise Commissioner Rajneesh
Shrivastav and IG Narcotics
Wing GG Pandey was also
present.
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The school students are
enhancing their creative

skills about science in a sum-
mer vacation workshop ‘cre-
ative Science’ being organised
at Regional Science Centre,
Bhopal. Here on Thursday the
batch for Vacation Creative
Science Workshop concluded
with a lot of fervour.

It is to be noted that dur-
ing the workshop, the students
enhanced their knowledge on
various laws in physics.  Every
day new demonstrations were
given to the students and in the
second half, they will fabricate
a new kit. On the concluding
day, students demonstrated
these kits in front of their par-
ents.

The concluding session of
Vacation Creative Science
Workshop on theme 'Physics'
was organised on Thursday at
the Centre in which 20
Students from different schools
of Bhopal took part. The work-
shop was commenced from
May 11 in which the students
had a lot of fun.

During these days students
got an exposure on hands on

experience with special empha-
sis on fabricating physical sci-
ence models based on their syl-
labus. Individually every stu-
dent fabricated 05 scientific
working kits on themes Centre
of Gravity, Magnetic Levitation,
Convection Current, Magnetic
Brake and Curie Point.

The kits prepared by the
students were taken by them
for further interactive learning
experiences at their residence.
All the students were given
away with participation cer-
tificate. Education Officer M
Rout informed that the total
100 (20 x 5) scientific working

kits were fabricated by the par-
ticipating students during the
workshop.

In the valedictory function
the participants and their par-
ents present, appreciated the
efforts of Regional Science
Centre, Bhopal for organising
this kind of workshops.
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It is religion and not nation-
alism, unlike in most parts of

the country, which is domi-
nating the political discourse 
in Punjab.

However, issues of drug
abuse, farmers stress and
unemployment also have reso-
nance on the ground.

While the Congress is rak-
ing up incidents of sacrilege of
the holy book of Sikhs that took

place in 2015 in its campaign,
for the Shiromani Akali Dal,
the 1984 anti-Sikh riots and
Operation Bluestar are some
issues on which it is relying to
revive its fortune.

Punjab Chief Minister
Amarinder Singh, in his rallies,
has been making a strong case
for punishing the culprits for
‘beadabi of Guru Granth Sahib’
(sacrilege of the holy book of the
Sikhs), while suggesting that the
Badals are responsible for it.

Countering his allegations,
SAD president Sukhbir Badal in
his rallies had wished that the
Almighty may “wipe out the
entire khandan (clan)” of those
who are behind the sacrilege of
the Guru Granth Sahib.

He is also critical of the
Congress and its leader Sam
Pitroda for his controversial
“hua to hua” (whatever hap-
pened, happened) comment
on the 1984 riots. 

Many people in the State

are more vocal about unem-
ployment, farmers’ distress and
drugs. Randhir Singh, a resi-
dent of Panniwala Patta in
Muktsar district, says,
“Sacrilege of the holy book has
hurt the sentiments of people
and so has Pitroda’s comments.
But the anger is more for Guru
Grant Sahib’s beadabi.”

At the same time, Randhir,
a farmer by, emphasises that
farmers in the State are 
facing problem of low produc-

tivity due to depleting ground
water and the younger gener-
ation is migrating due to unem-
ployment.

Echoing similar sentiments,
Rajwinder Sodhi, who runs a
dhaba along the Jalandhar-
Amritsar highway, says farmers
in his village are under debt and
selling their land and at the
same time nothing has been
done to check the drug abuse.

Describing the drug issue
as “most critical” in Punjab,

Roshan Lal, a doctor by pro-
fession, says parties are not
talking about it.

Talking about the political
scenario in the State, Jagroop
Sakhon, head of the depart-
ment of political science in
Guru Nanak Dev University in
Amritsar, says the studies car-
ried out by him clearly
underline that issues such
as unemployment, drugs
and distress in farm sector
are more relevant for com-

mon man in Punjab.
“Unemployment, distress

in agriculture and drugs abuse
are more important and rele-
vant issues for people in Punjab
even more than religious
issues,” Sakhon says while quot-

ing the study.
On the question of

AAP, Sakhon says it
appears to be a “finished

story”. It had got 24.4
per cent votes in the
2014 Lok Sabha polls

and 23.7 per cent in the 2017
assembly elections. 

The AAP had emerged as
a third alternative in the
Punjab, which has normally
witnessed a two-way fight
between the Congress and the
SAD, but infighting and lack of
clarity in terms of ideology led
to his decimation, he says.

According to Sakhon, it is
a bipolar contest in Punjab
between two traditional rivals
SAD and Congress.
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Congress president Rahul
Gandhi on Thursday met a

Dalit woman who was alleged-
ly gangraped in front of her hus-
band in Rajasthan’s Alwar dis-
trict, party sources said.

Rahul was accompanied by
Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot,
Deputy CM Sachin Pilot and
Congress national general sec-
retary Avinash Pandey, they
said. “Such things will not be tol-
erated. The victim will get jus-
tice. The moment I got to know
about the incident, I called
Gehlot ji and told him that I
want to come. This is not a
political issue for me but an
emotional issue,” Rahul told
reporters here.

He said, a message should
go across the country, not just
in Rajasthan that “this  will not
be tolerated.”

Responding to a question
about his conversation with the
victim’s family, Gandhi said,
“They spoke about justice. They
will get justice and action will be
taken against the people

involved in the crime.”
On charges levelled by

Prime Minister Narendra Modi
that State Government was  neg-
ligent in the case, he said, “I am
not here to do politics over the
issue but to meet the family. The
family will get ‘Nyay’ (justice).”
He was earlier scheduled to
arrive here Wednesday. On April
26, six miscreants accosted the
woman and her husband on the
Thanagazi-Alwar bypass and
took them to an isolated place,
where they allegedly raped her
in front of him.

An FIR was lodged on May
2 and the accused circulated a
video clip of the crime on May
4. Subsequently, five accused,
who allegedly raped the woman,
and the one who shot and cir-
culated the video clip, have
been arrested.

The incident triggered
widespread protests in Alwar,
Jaipur, Dausa and nearby areas
and a protest march led by BJP’s
Rajya Sabha MP Kirori Lal
Meena had turned violent in
Dausa on Tuesday, leaving over
half-a-dozen people injured.
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Maharashtra’s Anti
Terrorism Squad (ATS)

has detained four Kashmiri
men at Latur in Marathwada
region for their suspected links
with militant organisations in
the valley State.

Acting on a tip-off, an ATS
team from the neighbouring
Nanded district arrived here on
Wednesday and detained four
Kashmirs who were moving
around in the Marathwada city
in a suspicious manner.  

A couple of the detained
Kashmiris have told the ATS
that they were moving around
to collect donations for the pro-
motion of their religion.

According to ATS, the four
youths — identified as Abdul
Razaq , Shabir Ahmed,  both
aged 25 years, Salil Ahmed (49)
and Iftiaz Ahmed (35) — had
arrived in Nanded from Jammu
& Kashmir by train. From
Nanded, they landed at Latur
by road.

The preliminary investiga-
tions have revealed that the
four persons hailed from
Poonch district in Jammu &
Kashmir.

Having seized the mobile
phones of the four Kashmiris,
the ATS personnel are exam-
ining their call records to ascer-
tain if they had links with the
militant organisations includ-
ing banned terror outfit ISIS.
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Afortnight  after they killed
15 anti-naxal commandos

in land mine blast, the Maoists
on Thursday flexed their mus-
cles once again in Gadchiroli
district in eastern Maharashtra
by putting up  banners naming
their next seven next individual
targets and calling for a bandh
on May 19 in the naxalite-
infested district bordering
Chhattisgarh.

In red coloured banners put
up along Gurupalli road in
Ettapalli taluka and along roads
leading to Aalapalli and
Bhamragad, the banned CPI
(Maoist) has called upon the
people the people to participate
in a bandh called by them in
Gadchiroli district on May 19.

Among other things, the
CPI(Maoist) has accused the C-
60 commandos of the
Gadchiroli of killing two
Maoists — one Ramko and
Shilpa Dhruva — in a fake
encounter on May 2.

In another set of banners
put up in Jambia-Ghatta village
in Ettapalli tehsil in Gadchiroli
district, the Maoists have
named seven individuals who
were on their  hit lists. These
banners have been put near
local ITI, Samaj Mandir and
Forest department’s inspection
naka. The development in
Jambia village comes in the
wake of killing of one Shishir
Mandal, whom the Maoists
killed on May 6 after suspect-
ing him to be police informer.

Through these banners,

Maoists operating in the forests
of Gadchiroli district in eastern
Maharashtra bordering
Chhattisgarh state once again
made their presence felt once
again. A day after they killed 15
anti-naxal commandos, the
CPI (Maoists) had on May 2 put
up banners and posters warn-
ing the Maharashtra govern-
ment, private contractors and
firms against building roads
and bridges in the region.

It may be recalled that on
May 1,  the Maoists had —
through a landmine blast —
blown up a vehicle carrying the
C-60 commandos of the
Gadchiroli police, killing 15 of
them and a civilian driver.

The security personnel were
heading in a vehicle for naxal
combing operations, when they
found several fallen trees block-
ing the road leading to an iso-
lated stretch of the road in a for-
est area. When the security
personnel alighted to clear the
road, landmines planted by
Maoists blew up, leaving dead
15 commandoes and one driver.

The posters and banners –
prepared in red and white
coloured sheets and clothes —
said that water, land, forests and
mines belonged to all the peo-
ple and by building roads and
bridges, these were being to be
handed over to a few industri-
alists for their profiteering. The
banners had also accused top
industrialists and their agents of
indulging in the ‘chamchagiri’ of
“(Prime Minister Narendra
Modi) and Fadnavis” to get such
projects for their ‘vikas’.
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Acoalition of progressive par-
ties will come together to

form the next Government and
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi will play a “central role”
in the formation of the new dis-
pensation, RJD leader Tejashwi
Yadav said on Thursday.

Asserting that the BJP has
failed to deliver on its slogans,
including ‘achchhe din’, ‘kala
dhan vapsi (return of black
money)’ and ‘beti bachao beti
padhao’, he alleged that the
party has intensified its “hate-
filled politics” to avoid being
questioned on its promises.

Yadav, whose Rashtriya
Janata Dal is fighting the polls
in Bihar in alliance with the
Congress, Rashtriya Lok Samta
Party, Hindustan Awam
Morcha and Vikasshil Insan
Party, also claimed the ‘maha-
gathbandhan’ will sweep the
polls in the State.

“Those who colluded in
flouting people’s mandate will
be defeated. Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar have always been key to
forming central governments,
that will not change,” he told
PTI in an interview.

“... I recognise that there is
a strong anti-incumbency wave
across India and each state will

count,” he said. His remarks
come ahead of the seventh and
the final phase of the Lok Sabha
polls on May 19 when polling
will be held in eight con-
stituencies in Bihar — Nalanda,
Patna Sahib, Pataliputra, Arrah,
Buxar, Sasaram, Karakat and
Jahanabad.

Yadav, the younger son of
RJD supremo Lalu Prasad, also
expressed confidence that a
coalition of progressive parties
will come together to form the
Government at the Centre.

Asked if Rahul is the best
bet among Opposition leaders
to lead the country as Prime
Minister, Yadav said the

Congress chief has shown
“great maturity” in his style of
leadership.

“He mounted a very spir-
ited and...A truly pan India crit-
icism of the Narendra Modi
government’s policies. So yes,
I feel he will be playing a cen-
tral role in the formation of the
new Government,” the former
Bihar Deputy CM said.

“Rahul ji is the president of
India’s oldest party, he has
been a parliamentarian for the
last 15 years, and five CMs are
working under his able leader-
ship. You tell me why he is not
more suitable than the current
PM,” he asked.
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Expressing concern about
political discourse hitting a

new low in Election 2019,
Shiromani Akali Dal president
Sukhbir Badal says politics
should not become an “India
versus Pakistan” situation. 

The chief of one of BJP’s
oldest allies hailed Prime
Minister Narendra Modi as a
decisive and strong prime min-
ister and said he is the only
choice to steer the NDA after
the Lok Sabha election results. 

“We need a strong prime
minister...After so many years

we got a PM who is decisive.
You can’t let the country 
run on auto mode...We need a
leader who can take the 
country on the path of faster
growth,” Badal told PTI in an
interview.

He also articulated his con-
cerns about personal attacks
against leaders and the quality
of leaders in the ongoing Lok
Sabha election, now in its last
lap. “We politicians are not ene-
mies...We are not like India-
Pakistan...Politics should not be
like India versus Pakistan,
which it is unfortunately
becoming.” Everyone has their
own views but still we are all

Indians and the interest of the
country is important for us,
Badal said. 

“There may be a platform
where we may have to be
together against a common
enemy,” Badal added. Asked if
the NDA might need new part-
ners after the results and
demand a change of leadership,
he said, “People are voting for
him (Modi) and he is the right
person to lead the country. I
think we should stick with
him post results. He is the only
choice.”

Asked whether the NDA
would otherwise be ready to sit
in Opposition, Badal nodded

and said, “Yeah, yeah.”
Badal is contesting Lok

Sabha elections after 15 years as
the SAD-BJP candidate from
the Ferozepur Lok Sabha con-
stituency, which votes on May
19 in the last round of the
seven-phase Lok Sabha elec-
tions. 

Discussing the situation in
Punjab, Badal said the biggest
issue in the state is non-per-
formance of the Congess gov-
ernment led by Captain
Amarinder Singh which has
“failed on all fronts”.

The SAD is contesting 10
of Punjab’s 13 Lok Sabha seats
and the BJP three. 
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Nowhera Shaikh, the con-
troversial businesswoman,

who was picked up by the
Enforcement Directorate on
Tuesday from the
Chenchalguda prison on
charges of money laundering
may reveal many startling dis-
closures about hawala opera-
tions, terrorist links and a
global move to destroy the
tranquillity of the sacred city of
Tirupati in Andhra Pradesh,
according to persons who
know her closely.

The Pioneer had reported
in 2013 about the diabolic plan
hatched by Nowhera Shaik and
her associates to set up an
International Islamic University
at Tirupati though she failed to
reveal the details like whether
it was a recognised university
or what was the reason for set-
ting up such an entity in the
holy city of Tirupati. 

Shaik had introduced her-
self as the chairperson and
managing director of Hera
Group, which she had claimed
as a Fortune 500 company.

Interestingly, it was a
Muslim businessman who
alerted this writer about Shaik’s
move to set up an Islamic
University in Tirupati. Shamir

Basha, a leading businessman
in Tirupati said the move was
shrouded in mystery.
“Nowhera Shaikh claims that
she is from Tirupati. But
nobody had heard her name
before she started the
University. This is going to be
a major controversy, perhaps
more in intensity than the
Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri
Masjid issue ,” Basha had told
The Pioneer.

Though he welcomed the
idea for an exclusive college for
Muslim women considering
the backwardness of the group,
he said the Islamic
International College  was a
matter of concern. “The college
will draw a number of people
from West Asia to Tirupati. We
are not sure about the kind of
people who will be visiting the

city. Tirupati is already facing
threat from various terrorist
groups,”  Basha had said.

Though the Islamic
University did not take off,
Nowhera went from strength to
strength. She switched over to
money dealings which per-
sons like Adi Kesavulu Reddy
of the YSR Congress describe
as hawala dealings and Ponzi
schemes. “Last heard, she had
mobilised huge funds from
more than 1,72,000 people
spread all over India. She had
financial dealings with dubious
companies in Saudi Arabia,”
said Reddy.

Bhanu Prakash, BJP leader
of Tirupati, is of the view that
Shaik was entrapped with the
demonetisation of November
2016. “There was no way for
her to escape from that rat

trap,” said Prakash, who has
been staging a relentless battle
against the move by Shaik to
launch the Islamic University.
“It has given was to a Madrasa
and a school. But her designs
to convert Tirupati into a
communal cauldron has been
prevented ,” said Prakash.

Two more persons, both
from Kerala, have been arrest-
ed along with Shaik. Biju
Thomas is said to be the brain
behind the software of the
companies owned and operat-
ed by Shaik while he was
helped in the business by Moly
Thomas. 

When her plans to open
the Islamic University came
cropper, Shaik tried her luck in
politics. She had launched an
outfit under the guise of
empowering women and had
fielded candidates in the
Karnataka Assembly election.

“Though we were in the
dark about her personal details
while she paraded all over
Tirupati, covering herself in
burqa, we came to know that
she was the same woman who
had been selling tamarind in
Tirupati market some two
decades ago,” said Reddy.

A fit case to be described as
a rag-to-rich story by an illit-
erate burqa clad woman!
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ACentral Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) constable was

injured when a vehicle from RSS
chief Mohan Bhagwat’s convoy
overturned after it suffered a tyre
burst at Nandori village Warora
tehsil of Chandrapur district in
eastern Maharashtra on
Thursday evening. However,
Bhagwat is “safe”, reports reach-
ing here said.

Bhagwat was returning to
Nagpur after his visit to
Chandrapur, when the 
vehicle in his convoy turned
turtle. 

“The car involved in the
mishap was a car that was
escorting Bhagwat’s car.
Nothing happened to Bhagwat.
He returned safely to Nagpur,”
a senior police official from
Chandrapur said.

The injured CRPF consta-
ble, who was one of the occu-
pants in the escort car,  was
rushed to the nearby Warora
rural hospital. Bhagwat waited
at the mishap site till the
injured CRPF constable was
admitted to the local 
hospital.

While the official sources
attributed the accident to a tyre
burst, reports quoting eyewit-
ness accounts however said
that the mishap took place
after the vehicle carrying 
security personnel hit a 
vehicle ahead.

Police said the mishap took
place at 5 pm along the
Warora-Nandori road in
Chandrapur district, after one
of Bhagwat’s convoy suffered a
tyre burst.
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Violent protests rocked pic-
turesque Bhaderwah town

of hilly Doda district in the wee
hours of Thursday following
recovery of a bullet ridden
dead body of a local resident of
Qilla Mohalla. 

As tension mounted in the
area, curfew was imposed by
the district authorities in
Bhaderwah and its adjoining
areas early on Thursday morn-
ing. At day break, large num-
ber of angry residents came out
on the streets and attacked
police station, Bhaderwah seek-
ing action against the culprits
behind the killing.

The deceased has been
identified as 50 year old Naeem
Ahmad Shah by the local police
in the area. 

Shouting slogans against
the district authorities, angry
residents also took out a march
through main markets and
vandalised large number of
parked cars in the area. 

Window panes of several
houses and shops were also
broken in the sporadic inci-
dents of stone pelting in Seri
Bazaar, Takiya Chowk, Jama
Masjid Bazar and old bus stand
area of Bhaderwah.

Senior Superintendent of
Police, Doda district, Shabir
Ahmad Malik said, “a dead
body was recovered from
Nalthi area, 3 kms from
Bhaderwah around 2.00 a.m
late last night”. 

He said, “police teams were
immediately rushed to the spot
and at least seven suspected
people have been detained so
far from the nearby areas”. 

He said, “local residents

also took out a procession and
indulged in stone pelting in
which several parked vehicles
were damaged”. He said,” i can-
not give the exact number of
vehicles damaged during the
protests in the area”.

When asked whether the
deceased,returning home along
with his livestock, was attacked
by active ‘cow vigilantes’ in the
area, SSP Doda Shabir Ahmad
Malik said, “it is a matter of
investigation. Since we have not
recorded any statements i can-
not comment further”. He said,
“we cannot rely on rumour
mongering going on in the
area.”

Deputy Commissioner,
Doda, Dr Doifode Sagar
Dattatray, when contacted said,
“a suspicious murder took place
late Wednesday night and a
dead body was recovered
around 2.00 a.m from Nalthi
area in Bhaderwah town”. 

DC Doda said, “while
speculations were going on to
establish the identity of alleged
killers tension mounted
between the members of two
different communities in the
area”. He said, sensing more
trouble in the area the district
administration had issued
orders for imposition of curfew
in Bhaderwah and its adjoining
areas around 7.00 a.m”. 

“We had also requisitioned
army columns,state police force
and para military forces for
area domination and to contain
the law and order situation in
the area”. 

DC, Doda said,  “ the
security forces had to use mild
force to  brought the situation
under control and restore
order in the area”. 
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From Page 1
Early this month, Thakur was banned

by the Election Commission of India from
campaigning for three days for her ‘Was
proud of Babri demolition’ remark.

Hitesh Bajpai, the senior BJP leader
and publicity in charge of Thakur’s cam-
paign in Bhopal asked to comment on BJP
candidate’s take on Nathuram Godse dis-
tanced the BJP and RSS from his saying he
neither was a member of the BJP nor the
RSS.

Not offering a reply on the Sadhvi’s
comments, Bajpai claimed Mahatma

Gandhi was a very well celebrated
Mahatma of the country so we (BJP) won’t
entertain any disrespect to his image. The
BJP spokesperson however sought to
deny the Hindu terrorism narrative say-
ing the terrorism has no caste, creed or
colour. He however did not offer a lucid
response to queries on whether the BJP
would prevent the Sadhvi from cam-
paigning or make her apologise for her
remarks.However, efforts to glorify Godse
had been made in the past as well when
Hindu Mahasabha had installed the bust
of Mahatma Gandhi’s assassin at its
Gwalior based office but later the police
had seized the bust and also lodged a case
against the local office-bearers of the right-

wing outfit.
Narendra Saluja, the Congress media

cell in charge reacting to the Sadhvi’s
remarks claimed, “She had also made a
mockery of late Hemant Karkare’s mar-
tyrdom and now she has spoken in this
manner about Mahatma Gandhi’s killer
which exhibits BJP ideology and also
exposes what kind of candidate the party
has fielded in lok sabha polls.”

The public would offer a fitting reply
to these persons on May 23, affirmed
Saluja.

Early this month, after being nomi-
nated for Bhopal lok sabha, Thakur had
claimed that Karkare had died due to her
curse.
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Expressing confidence that
UPA-3 will form the gov-

ernment to prevent its secular
fabric from being destroy,
Punjab chief minister Capt
Amarinder Singh on Thursday
also pitched for a BJP-mukt
country to protect its unity and
future.  On a hectic day, the
Chief Minister addressed the
Patiala District Bar Association,
followed by a public rally in
Dera Bassi and also interacted
informally with mediapersons
in various places.

The Bar Association
extended its support of the

Congress party’s Patiala candi-
date, Preneet Kaur, while
thanking the Chief Minister for
the development of the judicial
complex with its new chambers
and providing facilities to the
legal fraternity. 

Addressing the Bar, and
later at the public rally, Capt
Amarinder accused Prime
Minister Narendra Modi of
tinkering with India’s secular-
ism, which was its strength and
was now under threat from the
BJP.  The country today was
passing through grave times
and needed change in the inter-
est of its future, and that of its
people, who need develop-

ment, not divisiveness, he
added.

Captain Amarinder also
lashed out at the Akalis for
playing politics of religion to
polarize the people for their
vested political interests, and
blamed them for ruining
Punjab in the 10 years of their
rule, just as the BJP had ruined
the country in the last five
years.  The spate of sacrilege
cases clearly showed the extent
of politicization of religion
under the SAD-BJP govern-
ment, he added, lashing out at
the Akalis for attempting to
divide communities with
Bargari and other sacrilege 

incidents. Later, talking infor-
mally with journalists, he said
people do not favour Modi’s
thinking of breaking the coun-
try by communalizing it,
adding that it was time for a
BJP-free India. BJP had reached
the peak of its political success
and was now headed for a
downfall, he added. 

Ups and downs were part
of a democratic polity, and the
Congress had been down for
some time but was now on a
rise, said the Chief Minister,
asserting that UPA-3 will
emerge in response to the
mood of the country for
change.
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The CBI probe into the
Bofors case relating to the

alleged �64 crore kickbacks in
the purchase of the Swedish
artillery guns will continue, the
CBI said here on Thursday.

“In view of certain revela-
tions made by one Michael
Hershman, CBI sought the
permission of the trial court to
conduct further investigation in
the Bofors case,” CBI
spokesperson Nitin Wakankar
said in a statement.

The CBI spokesperson said
on May 8 this year, the court
had observed that when inde-
pendent right and power is
available with the CBI to fur-
ther investigate the matter on
their own, if in their wisdom it
is necessary to do so then, why
still such application is being
filed in the court?

“After obtaining legal opin-
ion, CBI filed an application on
May 16, 2019 in the court of
CMM, Rouse Avenue Courts,
New Delhi, stating that for
conducting further investiga-
tion under section 173 (8) of
Cr.PC (Criminal Procedure
Code), permission of the court
is not mandatorily required by
CBI and an intimation to the
court in this regard will suffice,”
Wakankar said. 

He further said the probe in
the Bofors case will continue.

The agency’s response came
after it withdrew from a Delhi
court its application to seek per-
mission to further probe the
politically sensitive �64 crore
Bofors payoff case for which the
CBI has already spent 
crores of rupees in investigation
without any convictions in the
case. 

Meanwhile, the agency on
Thursday withdrew from the
special court a 2018 application
that had sought permission to
further probe the Bofors case.

The agency told Chief
Metropolitan Magistrate Navin
Kumar Kashyap that it wants to
withdraw the application filed
on February 1, 2018.

The CBI had moved the
trial court seeking permission
for further probe in the matter
saying it had come across fresh
material and evidence.

Taking note of CBI’s stand,
the judge said: “For the reason
best known to the CBI, in case
they want to withdraw the
application, they have the right
as they are the applicants.”

The court had on
December 4, 2018 questioned
as to why the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) required its
permission to further probe the
matter.

The CBI had also filed an
appeal in the Supreme Court
on February 2, 2018 against the
May 31, 2005 verdict of the
Delhi high Court discharging
all the accused in the case.

The apex court had on
November 2, 2018 dismissed
CBI’s appeal in which it had
sought an order to condone the
13-year delay in filing the
appeal against the high court
judgment.
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Adding 896 square kilome-
tre of landscape to the

existing Maenam, Fambong
Lho and Barsey wildlife sanc-
tuaries and creating three new
protected areas in Yumsedong,
Lachen and Chungthang
regions, the pristine ecosystems
harbouring some of the rare
species, are some of the imme-
diate measures that need to be
taken to ensure meaningful
conservation goals in Sikkim in
the face of climate change
threats, researchers have point-
ed out.

In a study published in the
latest issue of Biological
Conservation, the researchers,
after using a combination of
species distribution modelling
(SDM) and systematic con-
servation planning techniques,
delineated and prioritised areas
for endemic plant species con-
servation under current and
future climate conditions span-
ning between 2050s and 2070s.  

They found that plant

species in Sikkim will shift
northward and towards high-
er elevation from their current
habitats under future green
house gas emission scenarios.
To tackle the threat, the
researchers said, “Our analyses
show that to mitigate the effects
of ensuing climate change, a
single large PA with wide geo-
graphic and elevational extents
instead of several smaller PAs
would be a more prudent strat-
egy for conserving the plant

diversity in the Himalaya.” 
“The consequences of

warming and altered distribu-
tion of plant species entails
redefining the existing bound-
aries of protected areas,” said
lead author Maharaj K Pandit,
Director, Centre for Inter-dis-
ciplinary Studies of Mountain
and Hill Environment
(CISMHE), University of Delhi
and Ngee Anne Kongsi, dis-
tinguished professor, National
University of Singapore.

They asserted that the
application of this research,
would be helpful to the deci-
sion-makers in redrawing PA
boundaries in the light of cli-
mate change.

Pandit explained that,
“there are limited genuine
empirical studies on the
Himalayas that can shed light
on the quantum of impact on
biodiversity patterns due to
global change, of which climate
change is a part.

“We have to redesign our
biodiversity conservation plans
to keep pace with the changing
distribution patterns of species.

Moreover, biodiversity and
livelihoods in India are close-
ly linked. This demands that we
sit up and take note and not
consider these warnings a mere
academic exercise.”

According to the
researchers, the severe effect of
climate change on Sikkim
fauna might even lead to seri-
ous consequences like the
extinction of some species.
Hence, “we recommend long-
term monitoring and detailed
studies to understand such
effects and consequences so
that mitigation measures can be
undertaken,” they said.
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Aday before the Supreme
Court is to decide whether

his arrest was needed or not,
the controversial former
Kolkata Police chief Rajeev
Kumar on Thursday reported
at the Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA). 

Kumar, who was shunted
from Kolkata on Wednesday
night by the Election
Commission, joined the MHA
in the afternoon without get-
ting any assignment. The
Centre is waiting for the apex
court’s order on the CBI’s appli-
cation to interrogate Kumar,
who was involved in a face-off
with the agency in connection
with Saradha and Rose Valley
chit fund scams. 

Following his face-off with
the CBI, Kumar was posted as
ADG, CID in Kolkata.

Currently, Kumar is on
attachment with the Home
Ministry as per the Election
Commission’s order, said a

senior MHA official. In an
unprecedented move, the poll
panel had on Wednesday
invoked Article 324 and
ordered campaigning in nine
West Bengal constituencies to

end at 10 pm on Thursday, a
day before its scheduled dead-
line, in the wake of violence
between BJP and TMC work-
ers in Kolkata.

Kumar was questioned by

the CBI in February this year
in connection with its probe in
multi-crore Saradha chit fund
case. A team of CBI officers was
stopped from entering the res-
idence of Kumar, when he was
Kolkata Police chief on
February 3 when they had
gone to question him in con-
nection with the Saradha and
Rose Valley scam cases.

The move had led to Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee
staging a dharna in the heart of
the city, protesting against “the
attack on constitutional norms”.
The CBI had, however, ques-
tioned Kumar for several days
in Shillong from February 9 fol-
lowing a Supreme Court order.

The CBI had told the apex
court that it wanted custodial
interrogation of Kumar, who
was earlier heading West
Bengal Police SIT probing chit
fund scam, as there was prima
facie evidence of his allegedly
trying to destroy or tamper
with evidence and “shield high
and mighty” in the case.

However, Kumar’s counsel
had countered CBI’s submis-
sions and told a bench headed
by Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi
that the agency wanted his
custodial interrogation “just to
humiliate” him and CBI should
not be allowed to abuse the
process of law. Kumar’s coun-
sel had told the bench that CBI’s
application seeking custodial
interrogation of the IPS officer
was a “mala fide exercise”.

Kumar was earlier heading
the West Bengal Police’s special
investigation team (SIT) prob-
ing the chit fund scam. The
apex court had in May 2014
directed the CBI to investigate
the case.
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The Supreme Court on
Thursday agreed to hear a

Muslim woman’s plea chal-
lenging the two Talaq notices
given by her husband and
sought direction for registra-
tion of FIR against him.

A Bench of Justices Indira
Banerjee and Sanjiv Khanna
said it will hear the plea on
Friday. Advocate MM Kashyap,
appearing for the woman, said
that her husband after nine
years of marriage has given her
two notices for Talaq in March
and May. He said the woman
got married on February 22,
2009 as per Muslim rites and
customs and has two children
of nine years (boy) and six

years (girl).
The Bench asked the coun-

sel as to why he did not move
the high court for the relief.

To this, the counsel said
that apex court had on August
17, 2017, held the practice of
triple talaq among Muslims as
unconstitutional and the
notices given by the husband
were violative of that order.

The woman, a Delhi resi-
dent in her plea has said that
her husband and in-laws start-
ed harassing and assaulting
her after the marriage for want
of additional dowry and a car.

She said that first notice for
talaq was sent to her on March
25 and the second notice was
sent to her on May 7, by her
husband. 
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The Supreme Court on
Thursday sought respons-

es from the Centre and CBSE
on a plea seeking 10 per cent
reservation for economically
weaker sections in the Central
Teacher Eligibility Test (CTET),
2019.

Besides the Centre and the
Central Board of Secondary
Education (CBSE), a vacation
bench comprising Justices
Indira Banerjee and Sanjiv
Khanna also issued notice to
the National Council for
Teacher Education (NCTE)
and asked them to respond to
the petition by July 1, the next
date of hearing.

The Bench was hearing a
plea filed by six petitioners,

who are aspiring to participate
in CTET 2019 and are seeking
a direction that benefits of
‘The Constitution (103rd
amendment) Act 2019’ be
extended to those belonging to
the economically weaker sec-
tions (EWS) of the society.
The amendment Act took
effect on January 16.

Under the amended Act,
the Centre has provided for a
10 per cent reservation to cit-
izens from general category

belonging to EWS, in addition
to already existing reservation
policy for benefit of other
reserved categories such as
Scheduled Caste, Scheduled
Tribe, Other Backward Class
and physically handicapped. 

During the hearing on
Thursday, the lawyers appear-
ing for the petitioners told the
bench that since the amended
Act has been passed by
Parliament, its benefit must be
given to persons from EWS.

“If we will get this relax-
ation, we will qualify in the
examination. The amendment
is aimed for upliftment of the
economically weaker section of
the society,” the counsel said.

The Bench issued notice on
the petition and said that it
would be heard on July 1.
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Atotal number of six terror-
ists including a top com-

mander of Jaish-e-Mohammad
(JeM), a Pakistani national,
were gunned down by the joint
teams of security forces while
one Army jawan attained mar-
tyrdom, three others sustained
injuries and a civilian also lost
his life in two separate gun-
fights in South Kashmir dis-
tricts of Pulwama and Shopian
on Thursday.

Meanwhile, another fierce
gunbattle between terrorists
and security forces was going
on till the time of filing the
report in Kandi area of North
Kashmir’ Kupwara district. 

To register their presence,
separatists have also issued a
call for shutdown on Friday
against the recent killings in the
month of Ramzan.

According to police
spokesman, “three terrorists
were killed in Dalipora area of
Pulwama and three others in
Handew area of Shopian on
Thursday”.

On the other hand, violent
protests were reported from
several parts of Pulwama soon
after the gunfight got over. 

To contain the law and

order situation, the district
authorities imposed curfew
like restrictions in Pulwama
town and surrounding villages.
Mobile internet services were
also snapped as a precaution-
ary measure.

The police have identified
the slain JeM commander as
Khalid Bhai, a Pakistani
national. The local terrorists
were identified as Naseer
Ahmad Pandith and Umar
Ahmad Mir.

Sepoy Sandeep Kumar of
the Army’s 55 Rashtriya Rifles
laid down his life during the
gun fight, police spokesman
said. 

According to police
spokesman, “a cordon & search
operation was launched by the
joint teams of security forces on
the basis of credible intelligence
input on Thursday morning at
Dalipora area in Pulwama dis-
trict”

“As the police and securi-
ty forces were evacuating civil-
ians from the neighbourhood
area around the target house,
the hiding terrorists fired indis-
criminately. “One Army Jawan
Sepoy Sandeep attained mar-
tyrdom and one civilian Rayees
Dar also lost his life”, said
police spokesman.

After the security forces
retaliated, three terrorists were
killed in the ensuing encounter
and their bodies were retrieved
from the site of encounter. 

As per police records
Khalid who was operating as
commander of proscribed ter-
ror outfit JeM was involved in
several terror attacks on secu-
rity establishments and civilian
atrocities in the area. Many ter-
ror crime cases were registered
against him. 

Police spokesman said,
Naseer Pandith had a long
history of terror crime records

before joining terrorist organ-
isation and several terror crime
cases were registered against
him for planning & executing
terror attacks in the area after
joining proscribed terror out-
fit JeM. He was also involved in
the killing of a policeman
Mohammad Yaqoob Shah of
Pulwama in 2018 on the eve of
Eid. He was also involved in
some weapon snatching inci-
dents reported from the area
besides several cases were reg-
istered against him for his
criminal activities including
case FIR No 30/15 & 277/14

under NDPS Act and case 
FIR No 25/16 pertaining to
forgery.

Similarly,Umar Mir was
also involved in several terror
attacks and was part of terror
groups responsible for attacks
on security forces. 

According to police
spokesman, “a separate opera-
tion was launched in Handew
area of Shopian after receiving
the reports of presence of ter-
rorists in the area. 

During the search opera-
tion, the hiding terrorists fired
on the search party. In the ini-
tial exchange of fire one army
jawan identified as Sepoy Rohit
also sustained injuries. He has
been hospitalised and is under-
going treatment. The fire was
retaliated leading to an
encounter. 

In the ensuing encounter,
3 terrorists were killed and the
bodies were retrieved from the
site of encounter. 

“Incriminating materials
including arms & ammunition
was recovered from the site of
encounter. All these materials
have been taken in the case
records for further investiga-
tion and to probe their com-
plicity in other terror crime
cases”, police spokesman said.
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Nowhera Shaikh, the con-
troversial businesswoman,

who was picked up by the
Enforcement Directorate on
Tuesday from the
Chenchalguda prison on
charges of money laundering
may reveal many startling dis-
closures about hawala opera-
tions, terrorist links and a
global move to destroy the
tranquillity of the sacred city of
Tirupati in Andhra Pradesh,
according to persons who
know her closely.

The Pioneer had reported in
2013 about the diabolic plan
hatched by Nowhera Shaik and
her associates to set up an
International Islamic University
at Tirupati though she failed to
reveal the details like whether it
was a recognised university or
what was the reason for setting
up such an entity in the holy city
of Tirupati. Shaik had intro-
duced herself as the chairperson
and managing director of Hera
Group, which she had claimed
as a Fortune 500 company.

Interestingly, it was a
Muslim businessman who
alerted this writer about Shaik’s
move to set up an Islamic
University in Tirupati. Shamir
Basha, a leading businessman
in Tirupati said the move was
shrouded in mystery.
“Nowhera Shaikh claims that

she is from Tirupati. But
nobody had heard her name
before she started the
University. This is going to be
a major controversy, perhaps
more in intensity than the
Ram Janmabhoomi-Babri
Masjid issue ,” Basha had told
The Pioneer.

Though he welcomed the
idea for an exclusive college for
Muslim women considering
the backwardness of the group,
he said the Islamic
International College  was a
matter of concern. “The college
will draw a number of people
from West Asia to Tirupati. We
are not sure about the kind of
people who will be visiting the
city. Tirupati is already facing
threat from various terrorist
groups,”  Basha had said.

Though the Islamic
University did not take off,
Nowhera went from strength to
strength. She switched over to
money dealings which per-
sons like Adi Kesavulu Reddy
of the YSR Congress describe
as hawala dealings and Ponzi
schemes. “Last heard, she had
mobilised huge funds from
more than 1,72,000 people
spread all over India. She had
financial dealings with dubious
companies in Saudi Arabia,”
said Reddy.

Bhanu Prakash, BJP leader
of Tirupati, is of the view that
Shaik was entrapped with the

demonetisation of November
2016. “There was no way for
her to escape from that rat
trap,” said Prakash, who has
been staging a relentless battle
against the move by Shaik to
launch the Islamic University.
“It has given was to a Madrasa
and a school. But her designs
to convert Tirupati into a com-
munal cauldron has been pre-
vented ,” said Prakash.

Two more persons, both
from Kerala, have been arrest-
ed along with Shaik. Biju
Thomas is said to be the brain
behind the software of the
companies owned and operat-
ed by Shaik while he was
helped in the business by Moly
Thomas. When her plans to
open the Islamic University
came cropper, Shaik tried her
luck in politics. She had
launched an outfit under the
guise of empowering women
and had fielded candidates in
the Karnataka Assembly elec-
tion.

“Though we were in the
dark about her personal details
while she paraded all over
Tirupati, covering herself in
burqa, we came to know that
she was the same woman who
had been selling tamarind in
Tirupati market some two
decades ago,” said Reddy.

A fit case to be described as
a rag-to-rich story by an illit-
erate burqa clad woman!
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ACentral Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) constable

was injured when a vehicle
from RSS chief Mohan
Bhagwat’s convoy overturned
after it suffered a tyre burst at
Nandori village Warora tehsil
of Chandrapur district in east-
ern Maharashtra on Thursday
evening. However, Bhagwat is
“safe”, reports reaching here
said.

Bhagwat was returning to
Nagpur after his visit to
Chandrapur, when the vehicle
in his convoy turned turtle.
“The car involved in the
mishap was a car that was
escorting Bhagwat’s car.
Nothing happened to Bhagwat.
He returned safely to Nagpur,”
a senior police official from
Chandrapur said.

The injured CRPF consta-
ble, who was one of the occu-
pants in the escort car,  was
rushed to the nearby Warora
rural hospital. Bhagwat waited
at the mishap site till the
injured CRPF constable was
admitted to the local 
hospital.

While the official sources
attributed the accident to a tyre
burst, reports quoting eyewit-
ness accounts however said
that the mishap took place
after the vehicle carrying secu-
rity personnel hit a vehicle
ahead.
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Violent protests rocked pic-
turesque Bhaderwah town

of hilly Doda district in the wee
hours of Thursday following
recovery of a bullet ridden
dead body of a local resident of
Qilla Mohalla. 

As tension mounted in the
area, curfew was imposed by
the district authorities in
Bhaderwah and its adjoining
areas early on Thursday morn-
ing. 

At day break, large number
of angry residents came out on
the streets and attacked police
station, Bhaderwah seeking
action against the culprits
behind the killing.

The deceased has been
identified as 50 year old Naeem
Ahmad Shah by the local police
in the area. 

Shouting slogans against
the district authorities, angry
residents also took out a march
through main markets and
vandalised large number of
parked cars in the area. 

Window panes of several
houses and shops were also
broken in the sporadic inci-
dents of stone pelting in Seri
Bazaar, Takiya Chowk, Jama
Masjid Bazar and old bus stand
area of Bhaderwah.

Senior Superintendent of

Police, Doda district, Shabir
Ahmad Malik said, “a dead
body was recovered from
Nalthi area, 3 kms from
Bhaderwah around 2.00 a.m
late last night”. 

He said, “police teams were
immediately rushed to the spot
and at least seven suspected
people have been detained so
far from the nearby areas”. 

He said, “local residents
also took out a procession and
indulged in stone pelting in
which several parked vehicles
were damaged”. He said,” i can-
not give the exact number of
vehicles damaged during the
protests in the area”.

When asked whether the
deceased,returning home along
with his livestock, was attacked
by active ‘cow vigilantes’ in the
area, SSP Doda Shabir Ahmad
Malik said, “it is a matter of
investigation. Since we have not
recorded any statements i can-
not comment further”. He said,
“we cannot rely on rumour
mongering going on in the
area.”

Deputy Commissioner,
Doda, Dr Doifode Sagar
Dattatray, when contacted said,
“a suspicious murder took place
late Wednesday night and a
dead body was recovered
around 2.00 a.m from Nalthi
area in Bhaderwah town”. 
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Amid a highly charged atmos-
phere of election campaign-
ing, this past week gave us
some humour. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi may not have

delivered on his promises in the past five
years but he was kind enough to lend a
little levity to the election trail. In a tele-
vision interview recently, on the topic of
Balakot, he said that on the day the
airstrikes were to happen, some experts
raised concerns about the cloudy weath-
er but he was of the view that India could
benefit from the bad weather as it would
affect Pakistan’s radar technology and aid
our Air Force. While the entire episode
became a subject of joke with many
memes doing the rounds on the internet
— some commentators even claimed that
Prime Minister  Modi was joking —
much like Modi’s tenure as the Prime
Minister, his joke, too, was cruel. 

The cruelty of the joke was that while
discussing and considering such an impor-
tant strategic decision, the Prime Minister
chose to disregard the concern expressed
by our experts in favour of what he calls 
“raw wisdom.” It is this “raw wisdom”
which has been on display for the past five
years. This week’s episode was the latest of
the many. In my article this week, I will talk
about how it is time we shelved this “raw
wisdom” in favour of “scientific temper.” 

In his book, The Discovery of India,
Former Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru
had said that “scientific temper” is “...the
refusal to accept anything without test-
ing and trial, the capacity to change pre-
vious conclusions in the face of new evi-
dence, the reliance on observed fact and
not on pre-conceived theory.” Therefore,
the ingredients of scientific temper
include: (i) the ability to read and learn
in order to gain knowledge about a par-
ticular subject; (ii) humility; and (iii)
being able to change one’s view in the face
of newly-gained knowledge and informa-
tion. Let us examine if the Prime Minister
has been able to display any of these
ingredients during his tenure. 

Ability to learn: This aspect is limit-
ed not merely to reading up relevant mate-
rial; it also requires a person to learn from
experts in a particular domain. The
“radar” fiasco by Modi was hardly the lat-
est example where he chose to reject expert
opinion. Take the example of demoneti-
sation. It was one of the worst economic
decisions taken by any democratic
Government.  It was sprung on all of us
one fine evening in November 2016.
Planning for note bandi was faulty, which
was evident by the huge lines at ATMs and
banks and the deaths of many elderly peo-
ple, who succumbed to the long waiting
hours while trying to withdraw money to
ensure that they could continue their day
to day lives. That wasn’t all.
Demonetisation was not just a shock to us,

the citizens, but also to our
experts. As per reports, the
country’s central bank, the
Reserve Bank of India, was not
even consulted before Prime
Minister Modi sprung his great
economic idea on us, as if the
citizens of India are guinea pigs
for every idea that springs
from his brain. What was the
consequence of not adopting a
scientific approach and not lis-
tening to the view of experts in
a particular domain? We were
told that this was done to
reduce black money and tran-
sition to a cashless economy. 

However, when the dust
settled, several reports, includ-
ing one by the RBI, and vari-
ous analysis by domain experts
showed that none of the mis-
sion was accomplished.
Reports suggest that black
money, in fact, entered the sys-
tem as white money. Even the
goal of a cashless economy
remains a pipe dream as the
economy is now at the same
cash level as prior to the
announcement of demonetisa-
tion. So what was exactly
achieved? 

The informal economy
suffered a crushing blow,
which left the economy stutter-
ing. Further, the decision cre-
ated havoc in people’s lives.
That Prime Minister Modi

undertook this ill-advised dive
into monetary policy was not
so tragic than the fact that he
took this decision without
having the humility to consult
the experts in this domain.
This brings us to another
ingredient of scientific temper. 

Humility: This is not a
concept that the Prime
Minister is familiar with. Often
referring to himself in third
person, he rarely displays this
grace when talking down to us
as  everyday citizens. Another
way of expressing humility is
by accepting that you were
wrong. However, Modi has
never believed he was wrong
and, certainly, has never apol-
ogised. Whether it be demon-
etisation or insulting the mem-
ory of a late Prime Minister,
who was assassinated by ter-
rorists, the words, “I was
wrong and I apologise” do not
exist in the Prime Minister’s
vocabulary. One only hopes
that instead of showering us
with his in-depth knowledge of
“radar” systems, Modi will
have the humility to apologise
before the election season is
over. That perhaps could be
hoping for too much. 

Open mind: The third
ingredient of  scientific temper
is not being rigid in one’s
view. On this aspect, too, the

Prime Minister is found lack-
ing. Modi has time and again
sought to muzzle the opinions
of the Opposition. This has not
only been done in Parliament,
where objections and amend-
ments to crucial Bills have
been discarded, but in the
public discourse as well. In the
case of the Goods and Services
Tax (GST), concerns sur-
rounding the infrastructure
to implement the GST, as
desired by the BJP, were repeat-
edly rejected because of a lack
of humility by the ruling
Government. Contrast this
with the approach of Pandit
Nehru, who included those
leaders in his Cabinet even
though they often spoke
against him. 

As this election season is
coming to a close, I sincerely
hope that Prime Minister Modi
tells us in his television inter-
views a little less about how he
likes khichdi and mangoes. He
must tell us a little more about
how he plans to imbibe some
of the values briefly discussed
above. Unfortunately, this fore-
cast looks cloudy and it is
unlikely that the Prime
Minister’s “radar” will pick
this up. 

(The writer is Jharkhand
PCC president, former MP and
IPS officer. Views are personal)
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Sir — This refers to the editor-
ial, “Slipping on oil”(May 16).
Now that US President Donald
Trump has triggered a trade war
with China, the industrial lobby
in America must be feeling
enthused to pursue interests of
members who deal with India.
Trump, who will be facing re-
election next year, would rather
pander to his vote-bank than
consider the long democratic
ties with India. 

Even as the US uses oil
sanctions to subdue Iran, Trump
gives no concessions to India,
which has been importing oil
and gas from America as an
alternate source in recent times.
Our Achilles heel lies in spend-
ing $330 million per day on
importing oil besides the exor-
bitant privilege of the US dollar
in which oil is traded. Global
efforts towards an alternative
currency has remained a
pipedream for decades now.

The US has always used us
as a fulcrum for leveraging its
interests. There is little leeway
for significant strategies. 

R Narayanan 
Navi Mumbai
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Sir — This refers to the editor-
ial, “Modi, Patnaik warm up”
(May 15). Biju Janata Dal chief
Naveen Patnaik, who has been
the Chief Minister of Odisha for
19 years, knows it very well what
suits him. Yes, he may suffer loss
of some seats due to anti-incum-

bency but Patnaik still remains
the tallest leader in the State. He
has maintained equal distance
from both the Congress and the
BJP. As long as he keeps his turf
Odisha with him and does not
see a strong threat, he does not
not mind supporting anyone at
the Centre. 

Bal Govind
Noida
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Sir — This refers to the editor-
ial, “Ocean of darkness” (May
16). In the first place, vandalisa-
tion of statues of icons, which
has seen a rise in recent times,
not only goes against the demo-
cratic principle but also expos-
es the narrow mindset of the

perpetrators. 
The vandalism of a statue of

educationist Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar at  Vidyasagar
College is deplorable. The sub-
sequent clashes between the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
and Trinamool Congress (TMC)
workers left none in doubt that
both parties do not believe in
dissent. It is a fact that learning
is the nucleus of growth and
development. Vidyasagar held
this in high esteem, which even
inspired Swami Vivekananda
and many other intellectuals.

It is painful and distressing
to note that disrespect was
shown to a luminary, who was
revered by people across the
nation. Instead of playing the
blame-game, the BJP as well as
the TMC must pay heed to his
ethics and ethos of  Vidyasagar.
The ugly events in Kolkata are
a blot on democracy; election
campaigns are not the preroga-
tive of any single party. Only an
impartial inquiry will pin
responsibility, which must be
conducted sooner than later.

KR Srinivasan
Secundèrabad
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On May 5 this year, Prime Minister Imran
Khan broke ground for Al-Qadir University
of Sufism, Science and Technology in

Sohawa. Speaking at the event, Khan said that the
university will “link science and spirituality.” He
added that spirituality was a “super science”
requiring research. He said that the university will
impart knowledge about Sufism and also modern
technology. Khan then explained that this linking
of spirituality (ruhaaniyat) and science will help the
youth understand the whole concept of “the state
of Madina” — an idea of a perfect “Islamic welfare
state” that is being touted by the current Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) regime. To Khan, this idea
is directly linked to the original “ideology of
Pakistan.”

This will not be the first such university in
Pakistan. The PPP Government (2008-2013)
established the University of Sufism and Modern
Sciences in Bhit Shah town, home to the shrine of
the 18th century Sufi saint Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai.
Now a full-fledged campus, its stated vision is to
“impart modern scientific knowledge and the edu-
cation of Sufi saints which focuses on tolerance, har-
mony and brotherhood.” 

The idea of this university was born from the
concern that over the decades, some rigid and even
violent strands of the Muslim faith had permeat-
ed society and its education system. These need-
ed to be neutralised by the study and proliferation
of the faith’s more esoteric strands such as Sufism,
coupled with modern sciences.

Even though such endeavours can be appre-
ciated, I believe Khan wasn’t very lucid in his own
mind about the core purpose of the Al-Qadir
University. He said he had been planning to build
such a university for over 23 years, yet he sound-
ed rather woolly about what it was that he want-
ed to achieve. In contrast to this, the university in
Bhit Shah is clear about what it wants to achieve,
ie, to encourage empirical thinking through the
teaching of modern sciences and ethics and val-
ues derived from the works and examples of famous
Sufi saints.

However, being a populist, Khan ended up
muddling his own vision by unnecessarily politi-
cising the whole idea of imparting modern knowl-
edge from the platform of Sufism. First of all, one
just can’t see how Sufism is in any way linked to
his spiel about the “state of Madina” or the so-called
“ideology of Pakistan”. The “state of Madina” slo-
gan — and it is nothing more than that — is derived
from the musings of some particular segments of
India’s Muslim community, who supported the
Pakistan Movement. But these segments were not
present in the leadership circles of Jinnah’s All India
Muslim League (AIML), nor were they part of the
region’s Muslim working and peasant classes.

Instead, these segments were largely made up
of middle class activists, madrasa students and
teachers, imams of mosques and certain Muslim
journalists and newspapers of northern India.
Understanding the idea of Pakistan as a 20th cen-
tury reinvention of Islam’s first socio-political set-
up in Madina was not on the minds of the coun-
try’s founders. As demonstrated by Markus
Daechsel in his brilliant study of India’s urban mid-
dle class milieu in the first half of the 20th centu-
ry, rhetorical proclamations about creating an
Islamic utopia mostly originated from activist seg-

ments among urban middle class Muslims. But the
fact is, these were largely ignored by the AIML’s top
leadership and intellectuals.

For example, in the 1930s, two young Islamic
scholars, Abdus Sattar and Ibrahim Chishti, pub-
lished a pamphlet called ‘Scheme.’ The pamphlet
put forward the idea of a ‘Khuda Mard’ (or a
Muslim Übermensch),  who would defeat the forces
of all other faiths and create an Islamic utopia. Then
there were Urdu newspapers, such as Inqilaab,
which kept harping about the importance of cre-
ating a Muslim country, which would re-enact the
seventh century ‘Riyasat-i-Madina.’ These are but
just two examples. Daechsel has furnished many
more. But none were taken very seriously by the
AIML. Instead, its top cadres were steeped in the
ideas and works of thinkers such as Sir Syed Ahmad
Khan, Syed Ameer Ali, Chiragh Ali and Allama
Iqbal, who had worked to construct a ‘modernist’
strand of Islam, which would navigate the faith’s
future through science, reason and social and eco-
nomic modernity.

Khan and his party seem to have adopted the
Riyasat-i-Madina idea from the works and slogans
of the milieu, which Daechsel investigated in his
book. More so, the conceptual (as opposed to
empirical) notion of the “state of Madina” was revi-
talised by an Indian intellectual and author Venkat
Dhulipala in his 2015 tome Creating a New Medina:
State Power, Islam, and the Quest for Pakistan in Late
Colonial North India. 

Interestingly, the book became popular in
Pakistan among various conservative outfits
opposed to the ‘modernist’ version of Pakistan’s cre-
ation. American historian Gail Minault points out
that Dhulipala’s book — which tries to justify the
theological narrative behind Pakistan’s creation —
“is not history from above or below but rather the
middle”. It largely ignores the ideas of the AIML’s
top tier leadership and those associated with the
Muslim masses. Instead, Dhulipala uses the rav-

ings of the mentioned middle class segments as his
main source material. These segments were large-
ly blocked out by AIML.

Riyasat-i-Madina has nothing to do with the
“ideology of Pakistan” either. First, as historians such
as Ayesha Jalal and Dr Mubarak Ali have demon-
strated, the expression “ideology of Pakistan” or the
term “Pakistan ideology” did not come into being
till the early 1960s — more than a decade after
Pakistan’s creation. The founders used no such term.
And even from when it was first coined by the Ayub
Khan regime (1958-69) till the mid-1970s, this ‘ide-
ology’ was driven by the whole idea of “Muslim
modernism” initiated by Sir Syed and evolved by
Iqbal. It became rigid and myopic after 1979 and
eventually stagnant — even destructive.

Khan should avoid projecting his own confu-
sion in this context on to his many impressionable
young followers, who are already confused by the
various experiments conducted by the state in the
name of ideology. It should also be known that there
is not one but at least three strands of Sufism oper-
ating in Pakistan. As Katherine Ewing (in Arguing
Sainthood) and Alix Philippon (in State and
Nation Building in Pakistan) have shown, there is
one version of Sufism, which was created by the
state and exhibits Sufi saints as tolerant and pas-
sionate but law-abiding men. Then there is a ver-
sion created by the country’s pop culture, which is
basically an artistic variation of the state’s version.
And then there is one held by radical Barelvi lead-
ers, who reject the State version of Sufism and bring
it in line with their own not very tolerant and law-
abiding version.

Let science and faith be independent from each
other. They do not need to interact nor clash. A
fusion of both in a country like Pakistan will even-
tually see faith overwhelm science and become
increasingly political and dogmatic. This is neither
beneficial for faith nor to science.

(The Dawn)
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The Indian electorate is busy
exercising its franchise to elect
its representative to the 17th

Lok Sabha. The battle is now in its
last lap with the seventh phase of vot-
ing taking place on May 19. Political
parties, all of whom contested the
polls with different targets, are wait-
ing with bated breath for May 23, the
day when the counting of ballots will
take place and the winner will be
declared. Compared to past decades,
this year the nature of electioneering
reached its lowest ebb with bitter slo-
ganeering ruling the roost and tem-
pers running high. In the melee, the
real issues, which should have attract-
ed attention, were buried deep into
the ground. 

The general perception among

the people is that political parties
missed the bigger picture as they
championed the cause of hurling alle-
gations and counter-allegations on
each other and tried to project a bat-
tle of personality cults. However,
what really captures people’s imagi-
nation are the various policies and
programmes of parties and the lead-
ers’ performance report. Leadership
is about the capability to deliver and
has least to do with externalities. 

Post the release of election man-
ifestoes, most parties and their lead-
ers forget about the promises made
and harp on issues that are irrelevant
in a manner that is best considered
“undemocratic.” Party manifestoes
are unlikely to be referred to in the
future too. Nobody is worried about
the agenda for governance.

One of the reasons for vitriolic
electioneering is the fact that this
election has been reduced as a ref-
erendum on Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. The singular focus
has been on one man. The election
process itself witnessed a presiden-
tial style of campaign rather than
being based on the Westminster

style of parliamentary democracy,
which believes in a multi-party sys-
tem. In almost all Opposition rallies,
the anti-Modi narrative and aggres-
sive public theatrics against the
Government were high on agenda.
Throughout, the Congress made the
Rafale deal its single-point agenda.
It even declared the Prime Minister
a chor (thief). That actually ended up
lionising Modi and helped him claim
victimhood. So though he failed to
perform in governance, he could
make it look like he was up against
obstacles set up by the anti-establish-
ment brigade and was prevented
from doing so.

The BJP, too, did not lag behind.
The Prime Minister lost not a single
opportunity to dig into the Congress’
past follies, raising serious allegations
of corruption against it. Besides, it
has also been mocking the maha-
gathbandhan with names like ‘Maha
Thug Bandhan’ and ‘Maha Milawat.’ 

This writer has been closely
monitoring the pulse of the people
and it can be said that the numerous
campaigns by various political par-
ties have not been in good taste as

none moved back from practising
divisive political agenda. 

The Prime Minister has succeed-
ed in convincing the people about his
strong Government and taking
action against Pakistan-sponsored
terrorism. However, it remains a mil-
lion dollar question if he has been
able to breach the regional and caste
factors, especially in West Bengal,
Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, and
align them to a more nationalistic
line of thinking. 

The second reason why the rul-
ing party has an edge is the fact that
only the NDA is contesting in all
seats. None of the constituents of the
mahagathbandhan or the Congress
is doing so. However, the prevailing
mood of the people is for a respon-
sive, responsible, empathetic and
proactive government which thinks
about its youth, farmers, the down-
trodden, environment, clean and
safer industrialisation and a peace-
ful law and order situation. Whatever
be the poll results, the country must
brace up for effective governance for
the next five years. 

This author would like to flag a

few subjects for the new government.
The first subject is to factor the envi-
ronmental concerns as a core seg-
ment of our developmental policies.
The changing dimensions of climate
change impacts being faced call for
a thorough restructuring of our
planning process. India has pledged
to ensure Millennium Development
Goals and the foremost effort, there-
fore, is to reduce poverty and ensure
ecological security. 

This emphasis on environment,
however, does not mean that the
development process should be sac-
rificed. It means striking a balance,
going for innovative ideas and bring-
ing superior technology. In this
regard, though the country is pro-
gressing well in meeting the Paris
commitment on climate change, we
still need a lot of synergy and coher-
ence in our developmental activities. 

We need to ensure development
of tribal areas on priority along
with 170,000 villages situated in
and around 32 million hectares of
forests. The management of forests
should focus on water conservation
to recharge our aquifers, ensure

water flow in our rain fed rivers and
promote biodiversity both in forests
and agriculture fields. 

The second issue relates to
enhancing the agriculture productiv-
ity and diversifying the income of
farmers from animal husbandry and
other primary sectors resources.
The disaster management pro-
grammes must have a portfolio for
natural resources management. 

The new government must also
decentralise decision-making, cut
red tapism in governance,  bring far-
reaching changes in the education
sector and make health affordable to
all. The social sector may not seem
a priority worth staking all resources
but it is this segment which translates
into a happy electorate. As far as
national security is concerned, our
defence processes need to be trans-
parent and the Kashmir issue dealt
with firmly but sensitively. Till we
confront issues that we do not pre-
fer talking about and consign them
to vision papers, India will always be
a languishing than a winning
prospect.

(The writer is a retired civil servant)
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Ahead of the campaigning
coming to an end for nine

Lok Sabha seats in West Bengal,
a delegation of BJP on
Wednesday met the Election
Commission (EC) seeking
action against criminals and
history-sheeters to ensure free
and fair polls in the State. 

The Opposition leaders also
met the poll body to register
their strong protest to its deci-
sion to end the campaigning by
24 hours early in the state after
violence erupted during BJP
president Amit Shah’s road-
show in Kolkata on Tuesday. 

However, the delegation
didn’t receive any satisfactory
answer from the electoral body,
said Congress leader Abhishek
Manu Singhvi, who led the del-
egation.

A BJP delegation, compris-
ing Union ministers Prakash
Javadekar, Mukhtar Abbas
Naqvi and Vijay Goel, met the
poll panel, a day after it invoked
Article 324 of the Constitution
to curtail campaigning by a day
in West Bengal for the seventh
and last phase of the general
elections, following violence
between BJP and TMC workers
in Kolkata and alleged that
there is a “complete constitu-
tional breakdown of gover-
nance” in the State. 

“From the reading of the
(EC) order, it can be safely sur-
mised that there is complete
constitutional breakdown of
governance, and law and order

in the State...  The denigration
of the country’s highest consti-
tutional bodies like the EC and
the Prime Minister’s Office by
TMC chief Mamata Banerjee is
itself the biggest danger to the
India’s democratic traditions
and its constitution,” the BJP
said in a memorandum.

Besides action against
criminals, the party also
demanded that the EC-
appointed observers take
charge of non-statutory elec-
toral functions like permis-
sions, deployment of forces
and maintaining law and
order.”Senior officers of the
CAPF (Central Armed Police
Forces) like CRPF or CISF of
any other force may be asked
to personally supervise the
deployment of their forces and
ensure that act strictly in accor-
dance with the guidelines
issued by the MHA,” it said in
its memorandum. 

For his part, Singhvi said
without any quasi-judicial pro-
cedure, the EC had cut short
campaigning in West Bengal.
“They didn’t decide who was
behind the violence (at BJP
president Amit Shah’s road-
show in Kolkata). We and most
of the non-NDA parties have
alleged that BJP is behind the
vandalisation of Ishwar Chandra
Vidyasagar’s statue and violence
at the roadshow,” Singhvi said
after meeting with EC. 

“If the Election
Commission does this, then the
result that comes out of it is that
the person, who is the culprit,

gets the benefit for his wrong-
doing and the one, who is inno-
cent, have to pay for this as they
have to cut short their cam-
paigning process by 24 hours.
If evidence shows that BJP
was behind all this then why
non-NDA parties pay should
for it? We have not received a
satisfactory response from the
Election Commission on this,”
he said. Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) leader Sanjay Singh,
who was also a part of the del-
egation, said, “TMC and other
people should decide now
whether they will go to court
against this or not.” 

Campaigning was origi-
nally scheduled to end at 5 pm
on Friday for the nine con-
stituencies that will go to polls
on May 19. 

Meanwhile, the delegation
also complained about
Raebareli Superintendent of
Police Vineet Singh to the EC.
“Elections were held on May 12
in Raebareli, but what hap-
pened on May 12 and May 14
there was a trailer, according to
us, and shows what wrong
things will happen on May 23,”
Singhvi said.

“We have informed that SP
Vineet Singh should immedi-
ately be transferred from there
as he is openly getting biased
towards BJP candidate Dinesh
Singh. Vineet Singh had helped
Dinesh Singh’s brother Avdesh
Singh in the District Panchayat
polls,” he added. Nine of the
state’s 42 Lok Sabha seats are
going to the polls on May 19. 
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BJP president Amit Shah on
Thursday accused Congress

chief Rahul Gandhi of remain-
ing silent after his party leader
Mani Shankar Aiyar hurled
abuses at Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.

Addressing a rally in
Maharajganj, he termed Aiyar
“guru ghantal” (shrewd). “Mani
Shankar Aiyar used abusive
words against PM Modi but
Rahul baba remained silent,”
Shah said.

Aiyar had stirred a con-
troversy recently through an
article in a newspaper, remind-
ing readers of his “neech
aadmi” comment made against
Modi in 2017. He was sus-
pended from the party for his
statement.

“Can anyone tolerate abu-
sive words against the PM,”
Shah asked voters. Referring to
the Balakot airstrike, the BJP
president claimed that  while
there was excitement in the
country and people were dis-
tributing sweets, there was
“mourning” at the offices of
Rahul Gandhi and Samajwadi
Party chief Akhilesh Yadav.

“The glow on their faces
had vanished as if their own
had died,” he alleged.  Referring
to Zakir Naik, Shah said the
controversial Islamic preacher
believed that  if the Congress or

the Mayawati-Akhilesh Yadav
alliance came to power he
would not be caught.

Zakir Naik, now abroad,
has been accused of delivering
inflammatory speeches besides
money laundering.

“Due to his influence, hun-
dreds of people were killed in
terror attacks in Sri Lanka. This
person is promoting terrorism
and inciting people. When
someone asked him when
would you go to India, he
replied, when the Congress
comes to power,” Shah claimed.

“I want to tell him that the
BJP is going to form the next
government and If you 
dared to enter the country, you
would be brought to book,”
Shah said.

Shah also claimed that dur-
ing the 55 years when the
Gandhi family called the shots,
no initiative was introduced for
free medical treatment.  “Our
Ayushman Bharat scheme has
benefitted around 26 lakh peo-
ple. Our government tried to
improve the living standards of
50 crore people of the country,”
the BJP chief said.

He said the support for the
BJP was coming from the
hearts of the people. “I have vis-
ited many states. Wherever I
went, I only heard Modi-Modi.
This is not an election slogan.
It is coming from the hearts of
the people,” he said.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has carefully avoided

speaking on the issue of cor-
ruption during campaign, but
we have not allowed him to
escape, Congress president
Rahul Gandhi said on
Thursday, claiming it will be
“bye-bye” for him on May 23.

Addressing a rally in the
Pataliputra Lok Sabha seg-
ment, from where Misa Bharti
daughter of RJD supremo Lalu
Prasad  is in the fray, Gandhi
attacked Modi for skirting
questions on promises he had
made like Rs 15 lakh in bank
accounts of all poor and cre-
ation of two crore jobs.

Asserting that the ruling BJP
was headed for a defeat in the
Lok Sabha polls, the Congress
chief claimed Modi would get a
befitting reply from the people
angry over his failure to fulfil
promises made five years ago
when votes in the current elec-
tions are counted on May 23.

In a veiled attack on the
interviews given by the Prime
Minister, including the one to
the Bollywood star Akshay
Kumar, Gandhi said questions
and answers are choreographed
to skirt the issue of his promis-
es. All that we hear from Modi
ji these days are inanities like

how he eats a mango and why
he wears half-sleeved kurtas.
Repeating the slogan of
Chowkidar chor hai which has
rankled the BJP, Gandhi said
Modi must answer the questions
we have been raising with
regard to the Rafale deal. Why
he got the contract awarded to
Anil Ambani, why he agreed to
pay much more for the fighter
aircraft than had been earlier
agreed to and why Rafale would
not be manufactured in India.
He owes an answer to the
nation on these counts.

Modi has travelled the
entire country for his cam-
paign, addressing rallies with
the help of tele-prompters. He
has carefully avoided speaking
on the issue of corruption. But
we have not allowed him to
escape. My challenge to him for
an open debate on corruption
still stands. He has been badly
exposed and, on May 23, it will
be a bye-bye for him, Rahul said.

Speaking about his pro-
posed NYAY scheme, Gandhi
said financial assistance of Rs
72,000 per year to poor fami-
lies would boost demand, lead-
ing to setting up of more indus-
tries and in turn fueling pro-
duction and creation of jobs. It
will propel the economy like
diesel propels a tractor.

Rahul also accused Modi of

making Bihar a berozgaari
(unemployment) ka centre and
charged the Nitish Kumar
Government in the State with
failure to provide relief to farm-
ers through measures like waiv-
er of loans unlike in Congress-
ruled States where it has been
given top priority.

The Congress president,
who toured the state in the first
four phases of elections but
skipped the next two, urged the
people to vote for Misa Bharti,
showering praises on her father
serving sentences in fodder
scam cases  for his fight for

social justice. Earlier, Bhartis
younger brother Tejashwi
Yadav, who has emerged as the
partys de facto leader in their
fathers absence, called the BJP
candidate Ram Kripal Yadav
paltu chacha no. 2 (turncoat
number two).

Yadav has been using the
epithet paltu for Chief Minister
and JD(U) president Nitish
Kumar whose exit from the
Mahagathbandhan two years
ago made the RJD lose power
in the state and stripped him of
the Deputy CMs post.

Ram Kripal Yadav, now a

Union Minister, was a close
aide of Lalu Prasad, who quit
the RJD to join BJP ahead of
the 2014 parliamentary elec-
tions and won from Pataliputra
seat defeating Misa.

In a show of unity within
the jailed RJD chiefs family, his
wife Rabri Devi and elder son
Tej Pratap Yadav too attended
the rally where other leaders of
the Opposition alliance like for-
mer Union Minister and RLSP
chief Upendra Kushwaha
besides ex-CM and HAM
founding president Jitan Ram
Manjhi were also present. 
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Thursday ended

his unprecedented war of
words with Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee by calling her
an arrogant person who would
soon be punished by the peo-
ple for considering Bengal her
personal property.

Attacking the Chief
Minister for “her ballooning
arrogance” Modi said “Mamata
didi has tormented democracy
as nobody has just because of
her arrogance.

“This is because she thinks
that Bengal is her personal prop-
erty. But the freedom-loving
people of Bengal have read
through your party’s mischief
and have decided to teach you a
lesson,” Modi told a rally at Dum
Dum, in South 24 Parganas.

Comparing the situation in
Bengal with that of terror-hit
Jammu & Kashmir, Modi said
“even in terror-hit Jammu &
Kashmir the panchayat and
then general elections did not
see a single incident of violence
whereas in Bengal each and
every phase of elections have
witnessed violence.”

From the first phase to the
sixth phase “there was not a
district or not a seat that did
not witness violence and blood-
shed,” he said alleging “this is
all the result of your balloon-
ing ego. You think that Bengal
is your personal property and
you are getting angry out of the
frustration of defeat staring in
your face.”

Modi said, “Didi’s anger
stems from the fact that the
people have rejected him and
she cannot accept this truth,”
adding “I advise you Didi to
accept the truth that the peo-
ple have rejected you. You con-
sidered yourself the supreme
leader of Bengal but you forgot
that the people are the supreme

in democracy.”
In an apparent bid to allure

the youth he said “Didi you are
facing not the old Left but the
young of 21st century genera-
tion of Bengal who would give
you a befitting reply.”

In what experts called a bid
to divide the State along lin-
guistic lines Modi said

“Banerjee had problems with
the people of UP, Bihar and
other States living in Bengal but
she does not have problems
with the infiltrators.”

Apparently aware that the
damage of Ishwar Chandra
Vidya Sagar’s statue by alleged
BJP youth had hurt the Bengali
sentiments Modi said he would
get a new 5-metal statue con-
structed.

Criticising Banerjee for
“insulting the Election
Commission, CAPF and other
constitutional institutions” for
allegedly “playing partisan role
in the elections,” Modi said
“these are the same bodies
which saved you from the Left
violence. Had they not been
there in 2009 and 2011 you
would never have been the
Chief Minister of this State.”

He said, “you are free to
dream to become a Prime
Minister but you have no right
to abuse the constitutional
authorities of the country.”
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The last day of a truncated
seventh phase campaigning

saw Bengal Chief Mamata
Banerjee hitting out both at the
BJP and its “buddy” Election
Commission for teaming up to
defeat the “sane democratic
forces” and vouched not to
yield an inch of land to the
Lotus symbol.

Calling Prime Minister
Narendra Modi a “liar” and BJP
president Amit Shah a “goon-
da” who ignited communal
fire wherever he went, the
Chief Minister held the latter
responsible for breaking of
renaissance icon Ishwar
Chandra Vidya Sagar’s statue.

Referring to the Tuesday’s
incident Banerjee told a huge
rally at Diamond Harbour, “it
is the habit and culture of the
BJP to break statues. They
have done it with the statues of
other stalwarts like BR
Ambedkar too.”

It were the “goondas led by
the BJP president — a habitu-
al riot-monger — who broke
the statue of our national icon,”
Banerjee said rejecting Modi’s
offer to erect a grand statue of
the social early 19th century
social reformer.

Rejecting the Prime
Minister’s offer to rebuild a
“panch dhatu” (five-metals) stat-
ue of Vidya Sagar she said
“Bengal does not need your help.
We are solvent enough to hon-
our our own icons. We don’t
want to take help from you.”

Calling Modi a “liar who
promised to build the Ram
Temple in Ayodhya but went
back on his promise,” she said
the BJP leaders “should hold
their ears and do sit-ups for
telling lies and spreading a
violent culture in India.” She
said “first build the Ram
Temple and then build the
statue of Vidya Sagar.”

The BJP leaders had insult-
ed the Bengalis by hurting
their sentiment and that the
people of the State would take
the proper revenge for the act,
she said. Asking the people not
to vote for those who call
Bengal a bankrupt state she
said Shah was a “goonda neta
who called Bengal kangal (des-
titute),” adding the people of
the State were waiting for May
19 when they would “not give
BJP a single vote.”

Attacking the ECI for
working in the interests of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and his saffron outfit she thun-
dered: “Modi is afraid of me
(Banerjee) and the Bengali

electorate which is why he has
now decided to invoke the EC
to subjugate the State. But I can
assure you that till I am alive I
will never let that happen and
fight the battle till the last.”

She said the EC had been
sold out to the BJP. “ECI seems
to have been sold out to the BJP,
which is why it is acting in a
partisan manner.” While her
nephew and MP Abhishek
Banerjee said, “Lotus cannot
bloom inBengal as it only blos-
soms in mud and the water in
Bengal is as clear as crystal”
Banerjee said despite media
hype and violent attempts to
capture power “like they did in
Tripura,” the “BJP will get zero
seats in Bengal.”

The junior Banerjee is con-
testing from Bengal’s port town
south of Kolkata from where he
won last time by more than two

lakh votes.
This time round Diamond

Harbour is witnessing a multi-
cornered fight with TMC’s
Abhishek Banerjee contesting
against the BJP’s Nilanjan Roy
and CPI(M)’s Fuad Halim.

Attacking the EC for giving
the Opposition parties a trun-
cated last phase slashing the
campaign time by more than a
day Banerjee said this was
done to suit Prime Minister
because “the BJP has no organ-
isational or grassroots base
and it depends solely upon
Modi,” alleging the poll time
was shortened keeping in view
the Prime Minister’s public
rallies on Thursday.

“The campaigning ends
with PM’s rallies. This is a
biased way of handling the
polls. I am sorry to say that but
I have to say it” Banerjee said.
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Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra on

Thursday had a dig at Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
claim of a “56-inch chest”, ask-
ing where his heart lies.

Addressing an election rally
here in support of Congress
candidate Supriya Shrinate,
Priyanka Gandhi asked, “You
boasted about your 56-inch
chest, but where is your heart?”

The Congress leader also
questioned claims of national-
ism. “The PM talks about
Pakistan while speaking on
nationalism. For him, nation-
alism is all about speaking on
the work done to counter
Pakistan. Employment and
farmer issues are not national-
ism to him,” she said.

Priyanka Gandhi accused
the Prime Minister of solely
concentrating on marketing
strategies and dubbed him
“arrogant”. 

“In the past five years,
Modi was seen going to every
place across the world, but he
never bothered to meet farm-
ers of his own country,” she said
terming the PM anti-farmer.

She lambasted the
Government over an initiative
it took for farmers. “They have
announced Rs 6,000 per year

for farmers under the Kisan
Samman scheme. But the
scheme is an insult to farmers
as a family of five would get just
Rs 2 per day,” she said.

In comparison, the
Congress had announced the
Nyuntam Aay Yojana (NYAY)
under which Rs 72,000 would
be given every year to each
poor family, the Congress
leader said.

Commenting on the job
situation, she said, “Five crore
jobs were destroyed in the past
five years. As many as 24 lakh

posts are lying vacant in gov-
ernment departments while
50 lakh people lost their jobs
due to demonetisation.”

She promised that the
Congress would fill vacant
posts in government depart-
ments. “We are confident that
after coming to power, the
MGNREGA would be
strengthened by increasing the
labour days from 100 to 150.
Labourers would get wages
regularly,” she added, refer-
ring to a rural employment
generation scheme. 
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Kolkata: Abhishek Banerjee the nephew of Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on Thursday threatened Prime
Minister Narendra Modi with a legal notice for accusing him of
illegally occupying building from where he was running his party
office. Modi had earlier alleged that “Bhatija” (Abhishek) was ille-
gally occupying the building from where the TMC ran its party
office in his constituency. “Apologise within 48 hours or I shall
send you a legal notice for telling the lie,” he said. Elsewhere at
Durgapur Railway Station a man was arrested by the GRP for
carrying unexplained cash amounting to Rs 70 crore. He was car-
rying the cash in a trolley bag. Earlier two men, including an
alleged former PA of State BJP president Dilip Ghosh was arrest-
ed from Assansol Station with Rs 1 crore. PNS
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Half a dozen candidates
from among the top 10

richest candidates in the fray in
the ongoing Lok Sabha elec-
tions are from the Congress,
according to the National
Election Watch (NEW) and the
Association for Democratic
Reforms (ADR).

While Ramesh Kumar
Sharma, an Independent from
Patliputra, is in pole position
with declared assets worth over
�1,107 crore, the second, third,
fourth and fifth slots are cap-
tured by Congress nominees.

The second in the list is
Konda Vishweshwar Reddy,
the Congress candidate from
Chevella in Telangana, with
total asset of �895 crore.

Nakul Nath, the Congress
nominee from Chhindwara, is

the third richest in the fray with
assets worth �660 crore, fol-
lowed by another Congressman
H Vasanthakumar in the fourth
spot, who is contesting from
Kanyakumari in Tamil Nadu
with assets of over � 417 crore.

With assets worth over
�374 crore, Congress leader
Jyotiraditya Scindia, who is
seeking re-election from Guna,
is fifth. He was richest in recent-
ly concluded sixth phase.

YSR Congress Party’s
Vijayawada candidate is in the
sixth position with assets worth
over �347 crore. Congress lead-
ers Uday Singh, contesting from
Purnia in Bihar, and DK Suresh,
contesting from Bangalore
Rural in Karnataka, are seventh
and eighth in the list with assets
worth �341 crore and �338
crore, respectively.

K Raghu Rama Krishna

Raju, the YSRCP candidate
from Narsapuram, is ninth with
assets worth over �325 crore,
while TDP’s Jayadev Galla, who
is contesting from Guntur, is in
the 10th spot with assets worth
over �305 crore. 

According to ADR, as
many as  48 per cent contest-
ing the 2019 Lok Sabha polls
have declared graduation and
above educational qualifica-
tions. Of the 7,928 candidates,
3,808 (48 per cent) have
declared graduation and above
educational qualifications.

“While 3,477 (44 per cent)
have declared their education-
al qualifications between Class
V and Class XII pass, 3,808 (48
per cent), graduation and
above,” the ADR said. While
253 candidates have declared
themselves to be just literate,
163 candidates are illiterate.
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With the stage set for the
final phase of polling for

the Lok Sabha elections, one of
the key battles will be for the
Patna Sahib seat in Bihar where
senior BJP leader and Union
Electronics and Information
Technology Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad is taking on
rebel-turned Congress candidate
Bihari babu Shatrughan Sinha.

But in the mid of the fren-
sied elections what has gone
unnoticed is how voters in the
State’s Digital Villages, part of
the Modi Government’s e-gov-
ernance mega initiative, have
chosen to vote.

After all, it is Prasad, the
Union Minister from Bihar,
who spearheads the digital
movement at the behest of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
In Patna region alone, as many
as 30 Common Service Centre
(CSC), a special purpose vehi-
cle (SPV), to provide basic elec-
tronic services such as banking
to villagers have been set up.

Overall, in Bihar, there are
a total of 80 such Digi Villages.
Even the remotest one like
Fathua, Bakhtiyarpur, has now
been rechristened like Digi
Gaon Fathua.

Then there are villages like
Kahra (Saharsa), one of the
most backward villages of the
country, Andalee in Supaul,
Kolhar, Gauripanda and
Daniawan in and around Patna
while those in the remotes
areas are Jamuniya, Misrauliya
and Machragawa in Saran to

name a few. They are all part of
the 2.5 lakh villages across the
country where Prasad’s
Ministry has been mandated to
set up basic facilities.

“For the last couple of years,
villagers have been availing of all
services of government like
banks, pensions and other
financial services, passport sub-
mission, education enquiries
and many more right at their
village door steps, thereby sav-
ing the villagers from travelling
to main district headquarters or
townships,” locals pointed out.

They said smaller villages
have more of hutments but they
have been taking pride in nam-
ing their village with the prefix
Digi. But will such development
initiatives trump the caste fac-
tors at play in Bihar? Residents
from a cross-section of vil-
lages came up with mixed reac-
tions but the common under-
lining outcome was that caste
arithmetic goes hand-in-hand
with developmental agenda. 

The Digital Villages have

been equipped with solar light-
ing facility in their communi-
ty centre, energy efficient LED
assembly unit, sanitary napkin
unit with active participation
on Asha and Anganwadi work-
ers and Wi-fi Choupal, officials
pointed out adding these vil-
lages would also have the reg-
ular CSC services like Aadhaar,
banking, telemedicine, educa-
tion, financial services etc. 

“This is a very significant
step in transformation of core
area of governance and give the
rural India a comfortable life by
the use of technology for over-
all community empowerment,”
said Dr Dinesh Kumar Tyagi,
CEO of CSC.  

While an investment of
about Rs 10 lakh is required for
turning one village into a dig-
ital one, the Centre is likely to
spend Rs 10,000 crore in setting
up one lakh digital villages
across the country in the next
five years. CSC will set up
20,000 digital villages every
year in the next five years. 

Varanasi: Amid election fever in Varanasi, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s popularity in this holy
city can be seen from streets to stands, with book-
sellers saying titles written on him are flying off
the shelf ahead of the polls in his constituency.

Among the books doing well are “The Real
Modi” and “Narendra Modi: Ek Sakaratmak Soch”,

according to booksellers in the temple town. While
the first one is an old paperback edition in Hindi,
it is the second title that is catching the eyes of read-
ers in the temple town. Printed by publisher Apurva
Shah of Ahmedabad, “Narendra Modi: Ek
Sakaratmak Soch” is an unusual book as it is shaped
like cut-out put up during election rallies. PTI
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Reliance Industries and its
British partner BP plc have

made their first bid for an oil
and gas exploration acreage in
over eight years by bidding for
one of the 32 blocks up for auc-
tion in latest licensing round
that saw mining major Vedanta
putting in as many as 30 bids
while State-owned ONGC
vying for 20.

Bidding for 14 blocks on
offer in the Open Acreage
Licensing Policy (OALP)
round-II and another 18 oil
and gas blocks and 5 coal-bed
methane (CBM) blocks on
offer in OALP-III closed on
Wednesday.

Official sources said
Vedanta, which had walked
away with 41 out of the 55
blocks offered in OALP-I last
year, bid for 30 areas.

Oil and Natural Gas Corp
(ONGC) bid for 20 blocks
while Oil India Ltd (OIL) bid
for 16. Indian Oil Corp (IOC),
GAIL (India) and SunPetro bid
for two blocks each, they said.

RIL-BP made an offer for
one block in the Krishna

Godavari basin.
This is the first time that

BP is bidding for an exploration
acreage in the country. It had
entered the country buying 30
per cent stake in RIL’s 21 oil and
gas exploration blocks in 2011
for USD 7.2 billion. All but a
couple of blocks have since
been relinquished.

Mukesh Ambani-owned
RIL had on its own bid for six
blocks in the ninth round of
New Exploration Licensing
Policy (NELP) but did not win
any block.

NELP has since been
replaced by Hydrocarbon
Exploration Licensing Policy
(HELP) under which OALP
bids round have been held.

Sources said the block RIL-
BP bid for is the same which BP
had demarcated during the
expression of interest (EoI)
stage.

India had in July 2017
allowed companies to carve out
blocks of their choice with a
view to bringing about 2.8
million sq km of unexplored
area in the country under
exploration.

Under this policy, called
open acreage licensing policy
or OALP, companies are
allowed to put in an EoI for
prospecting of oil and gas in

any area that is presently not
under any production or explo-
ration licence. 

The EoIs can be put in at
any time of the year but they
are accumulated twice
annually.

The blocks or areas that
receive EoIs at the end of a
cycle are put up for auction
with the originator or the firm
that originally selected the
area getting a 5-mark advan-
tage.

The two windows of accu-
mulating EoIs end on May 15
and November 15 every year.
EoIs accumulated till May 15
are supposed to be put on
auction by June 30 and those in
the second window by
December 31.

BP made the EoI for a
block in the window provided
for OALP-II which closed on
May 15, 2018. However the
EoIs collected in this window
were put on bidding only in
January this year, a delay of six
months.

A month later, the
Government offered another
23 oil and gas blocks and CBM
blocks in third round, for
which EoIs accumulated by
November 15, 2018.

Sources said OALP-II and
OALP-III ran concurrently.
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Indian cr icket  legend
Sachin Tendulkar  on

Thursday took the covers off
German carmaker BMW’s
latest generation of their X5
Sports Utility Vehicle. The
German carmaker which is
another phase of growth in
the Indian market is in the
midst of a complete model
line-up change and the X5 is
the latest new car that the
carmaker launched after the
new X3, X4 and plans to
launch the larger X7 in the
coming months .  The
Munich-based carmaker
which invented by hat they
descr ibe  as  the  ‘Spor ts
Activity Vehicle’ segment in

1999 with  the  f i rst  X5
believes that the fourth gen-
eration model will show how
the segment has evolved over
the years. 

Speaking to the media
Hans-Christian Baertels,
President, BMW India said
that he expects the luxury
car market in India to recov-
er in the next few months
and the carmaker was still
bullish about the luxury seg-
ment despite a slowdown
over the past few months.
The BMW X5 will be avail-
able with a petrol and diesel
engine and in three trim lev-
els. Prices will range from
between �72.9 lakh and
�82.4 lakh and will be local-
ly produced in India. 
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The ongoing trade war
between the US and China

will help India tap export oppor-
tunities in both the countries in
areas such as garments, agricul-
ture, automobile and machinery,
according to trade experts.

Professor at Indian Institute
of Foreign Trade (IIFT) Rakesh
Mohan Joshi said the US has
broadly targeted intermediate
components from China, par-
ticularly machinery and elec-
tronics, whereas China is tar-
geting American automotive
and agricultural products
including Soybean.

“These areas offer huge
opportunities for India. Strong
opportunity is unfolding for
India in apparel and readymade
garments as after China, India
is the only country in the
world to match the scale of
operations and integrate its
supply chain for global cus-
tomers,” Joshi said.

He added that India needs
to make use of this opportuni-
ty to significantly enhance its
exports especially in informa-
tion and communications
technology (ICT) and the
automotive sector.
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President Donald Trump has
barred American compa-

nies from using foreign-made
telecom equipment posing a
national security threat, a move
aimed at banning Chinese giant
Huawei from US networks
amid an escalating trade war
between the world’s two largest
economies.

President Trump signed
an executive order on
Wednesday which did not
directly name any country or
company, but officials have
previously named Huawei a
“threat” and asked allies not to
buy equipment for the next-
generation 5G networks from
the world’s largest provider of
telecommunications.

Under the order that will
take effect in the coming days,
Huawei will need a US
Government license to buy
American technology.

Soon after the executive
order — “Securing the
Information and
Communications Technology
and Services Supply Chain” —
was signed, the Bureau of
Industry and Security (BIS) of
the Department of Commerce
announced that it will be adding
Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd
and its affiliates to its Entity List.

The Department of
Commerce alleged that Huawei
was engaged in activities that
are contrary to US national
security or foreign policy inter-
est. As a result, sale or transfer
of American technology to a

company or person on the
Entity List requires a license
issued by the BIS, and a license
may be denied if the sale or
transfer would harm US
national security or foreign
policy interests.

The listing will be effective
when published in the Federal
Register.

“This action by the
Commerce Department’s
Bureau of Industry and Security,
with the support of the President
of the United States, places
Huawei, a Chinese-owned com-
pany that is the largest telecom-
munications equipment pro-
ducer in the world, on the
Entity List,” Commerce
Secretary Wilbur Ross said.

This will prevent American
technology from being used by
foreign-owned entities in ways
that potentially undermine US
national security or foreign
policy interests, Ross said,
adding that it has been done at
the direction of the president.

In the order, Trump deter-
mined that the unrestricted
acquisition or use in the US of
information and communica-
tions technology or services
that are subject to the jurisdic-
tion or direction of foreign
adversaries augments the abil-
ity of those foreign adversaries
to create and exploit vulnera-
bilities in information and
communications technology
or services and that can have
potentially catastrophic effects,
and thereby, constitutes an
unusual and extraordinary risk
to US national security, foreign

policy and economy.
Trump “is incredibly” com-

mitted to preventing adversaries
from turning American infor-
mation and communications
infrastructure into a liability as
opposed to an asset, a senior
administration official said.

The executive order
addresses this imperative by
empowering the Secretary of
Commerce to prohibit trans-
actions involving information
and communications technol-
ogy or services that are
designed, developed, manu-
factured or supplied by persons
owned by or controlled by or
subject to the jurisdiction or
direction of a foreign adversary,
the official said.

Responding to questions,
the official said the order was
directed at any transaction
involving information and
communications technology
or services and controlled by or
subject to the jurisdiction of a
foreign adversary that meets
the criteria enumerated in the
executive order.

Regulations issued by the
Department of Commerce in
the coming days will detail how
determinations will be made on
whether a transaction meets
the criteria listed in the exec-
utive order, the official said.

Cutting across party lines,
US lawmakers praised the
administration’s announce-
ment.  The US and China are
locked in a trade battle that has
seen mounting tariffs, sparking
fears the conflict will damage
the global economy. 
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China on Thursday warned
of retaliation against US

President Donald Trump’s
order that effectively barred
Chinese telecom giant Huawei
from the US market, saying
Beijing will take “necessary
measures” to safeguard rights
and interest of its business
firms.

Escalating the bruising
trade war with China, President
Trump signed an executive
order on Wednesday barring
American companies from
installing the foreign-made
telecom equipment posing a
national security threat, a move
apparently aimed at banning
Huawei from US networks.

Trump’s decision risks
escalating tensions with China
as the world’s two largest
economies clash over whether
Huawei — the world’s largest
provider of telecommunica-
tions equipment - poses a spy-
ing risk to Western infrastruc-
ture networks.

The US and China are
already locked in a trade bat-
tle that has seen mounting
tariffs, sparking fears the con-
flict will damage the global
economy.
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Finance Commission held
discussions with the finance

ministry on fiscal and eco-
nomic management as well as
rationalisation of expenditure
related to centrally sponsored
schemes, an official statement
said Thursday.

During the meeting, which
happened on Wednesday, the
15th Finance Commission
observed that the GDP num-
bers suggest continued high
growth over the medium term
even though there have been
fluctuations within the overall
global trend.

“On the expenditure trend,
there were discussions with
regard to rationalisation of the
Centrally Sponsored Schemes
in sync with the new life cycle,
they being co-terminus with
the finance commissions,” the
statement said.

Centrally sponsored
schemes are schemes that are
implemented by state govern-
ments but are funded by the
Centre with some portion of
funding being borne by states.

The Commission also noted
that the revenue projections on
direct taxes are healthy though
on indirect taxes, there have
been periodic fluctuations. 
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The Taiwan Excellence pavil-
ion at the Taiwan Expo

2019 is creating a major buzz
as visitors are treated to some
sterling products and hi-tech
gadgets. The overwhelming
response received during the
first edition of the Expo urged
the participation of Taiwan
Excellence this year as well.

Scheduled from May 16 to
18 at New Delhi’s Pragati
Maidan, Taiwan Expo is an
important platform to forge a
network between Taiwanese
and Indian companies for
exploring business opportuni-
ties together. It is organized by
the Bureau of Foreign Trade,
MOEA and Taiwan External
Trade Development Council
(TAITRA), in association with
Federation of Indian Chambers
of Commerce and Industry
(FICCI) and support from
India Trade Promotion
Organization (ITPO).

During the three-day
event, Taiwan Excellence pavil-
ion will prove to be a major
highlight as it showcases a
range of tech products that
define the innovation of
Taiwan.
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New Delhi: The second edition
of Taiwan Expo 2019 being
organised by Bureau of Foreign
Trade (MOEA) and Taiwan
External Trade Development
Council (TAITRA) on
Thursday witnessed potential
healthcare companies from
Taiwan looking for association
in Indian market. The Expo
witnessed Taiwan-India Medical
Cooperation Forum providing
Indian companies an opportu-
nity to learn about Taiwan’s cur-
rent healthcare development, its
diverse strength in the field of
medical equipment, economic,
trade etc. and the areas in
which the two countries can co-
operate in the future.

The “Taiwan Healthcare
Pavilion” themed as “Medical
Science and Technology” and
focuses on Taiwan’s high-qual-
ity services, such as medical
services, materials, biotech,
and Smart Healthcare 
equipment. PNS
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Sebi on Thursday slapped
a �2 lakh fine on IFCI

Financial Services for “lack-
adaisical behaviour” as it
failed to comply with power
of attorney guidelines.

IFCI Financial Services is
a depository participant of
Nat iona l  S ecur it i es
Depositories Ltd and Central
Depositories Securities Ltd.

In 2010, the regulator
had issued guidelines to
standardise the norms to be
followed by stock brokers
and depository participants
while obtaining power of
attorney (POA) from their
clients.

Accordingly, the stan-
dardised POA was required
to be implemented latest by
May 31, 2010 in case of new
clients and September 1,
2010 for existing clients, Sebi
said in its order.

However, pursuant to
inspection conducted by the
regulator in September 2014,
Sebi observed that IFCI had
implemented the circular for
the new clients but had not
completely updated the POA
for existing clients.

As per the submission by
IFCI, there were 1,651 exist-
ing clients whose POA had
to be updated even after the
regulator’s inspection team
pointed out its findings to
the entity in 2015, Sebi said.

Even four years after
IFCI was intimated about
non-updation of POA, Sebi
said the entity is still seeking
time to implement the cir-
cular.

The regulator noted that
the entity has adopted “lack-
adaisical behaviour” and it
was expected from the reg-
istered market intermedi-
aries to adhere to directions
issued by Sebi within stipu-
lated timelines.

Therefore, it finds that
there is a violation of the
Sebi circular by IFCI, the
regulator said, and imposed
a fine of �2 lakh on IFCI
Financial Services.
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President Donald Trump’s
latest financial disclosure

report is expected to provide a
rare glimpse into whether  his
presidency has helped or hurt
his hotels, golf resorts and
other parts of his business
empire.

The report, which is filed
with the Office of Government
Ethics and set for release
Thursday, will be closely stud-

ied for changes in revenue at
key properties in 2018, includ-
ing his Mar-a-Lago resort in
Palm Beach, Florida, his
Washington, D.C., hotel and his
Doral golf resort in Miami.

Experts say the Trump
business has taken a hit from
the president’s divisive policies
and rhetoric, though the
Trump Organisation says much
of the business is fine.

Trump’s biggest revenue
generator among his golf prop-

erties, Doral, took in $75 mil-
lion in revenue in 2017. By
comparison, Trump’s “Summer
White House,” his golf club in
Bedminster, New Jersey, gen-
erated $15 million.

Mar-a-Lago took in $25
million in 2017 and his
Washington hotel generated
$40 million.

In total, the disclosure
report for 2017, released a year
ago, showed Trump’s assets —
including books he has written,
licensing deals and other busi-
ness ventures — generated
revenue of at least $453 mil-
lion. The report estimated the
assets were worth at least $1.4
billion. While Trump has not
released his tax records, he has
been filing financial disclosure
reports since he ran for pres-
ident. The latest report, listing
2018 figures, will allow for the
first time a 12-month com-
parison with a previous year.
Trump’s report released two
years ago stated estimates for
revenue over 16 months. 

A key part of the report
released last year was a foot-
note listing a reimbursement
of as much as $250,000 to
Trump’s former personal
lawyer Michael Cohen. Cohen,
who is serving three years in
prison for campaign finance
violations among other crimes,
admitted paying hush money
during the presidential 
campaign to silence 
Stormy Daniels, the porn
actress who alleges she had 
sex with Trump.
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Ten people have been charged
in connection with mali-

cious software attacks that
infected tens of thousands of
computers and caused more
than $100 million in financial
losses, US and European author-
ities announced Thursday.

The malware, which
enabled cyber criminals from
Eastern Europe to take remote
control of infected computers
and siphon funds from victims’
bank accounts, targeted com-
panies and institutions across
all sectors of American life.
Victims included a Washington
law firm, a church in Texas, a
furniture business in California
and a casino in Mississippi.
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Seoul: North Korea has said it
is suffering its worst drought in
nearly four decades amid
reports of severe food shortages.

The official Korean Central
News Agency said an average of
54.4 millimeters (2.1 inches) of
rain fell throughout the coun-
try in the first five months of
this year. It said that is the low-
est level since 1982, when North
Korea received 51.2 millimeters
(2 inches) of rain on average
during the same period.

The report came on
Wednesday after UN food agen-
cies said in a joint assessment
earlier this month that about 10
million people in North Korea
were facing “severe food short-
ages” after the country had one
of the worst harvests in a
decade.

In February, North Korea’s
ambassador to the United
Nations, Kim Song, issued an
unusual appeal for urgent food
assistance.

North Korean officials have
blamed the food shortage on
bad weather and international
economic sanctions that were
toughened after the country
conducted a series of high-pro-
file nuclear and missile tests in
recent years.

In a high-stakes summit in
Vietnam in February, President
Donald Trump rejected North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un’s
call for an easing of the sanc-
tions in return for dismantling
his main nuclear complex, a
partial disarmament step.

KCNA said the drought is
expected to continue until the
end of May. North Korea’s main
Rodong Sinmun newspaper
reported Wednesday that offi-
cials and workers are attempt-
ing to find new water sources
and mobilise pumps and irri-
gation equipment to minimise
the damage to agriculture. AP
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Iran’s Foreign Minister said on
Thursday there is “no possi-

bility” of negotiations with the
United States to reduce spi-
ralling tensions, Japan’s Kyodo
news agency reported.

“No, there is no 
possibility for negotiations,”
the news agency cited
Mohammad Javad Zarif as
telling reporters in Tokyo,
where he is meeting with
Japanese officials.

Kyodo said the comment
was in response to a question
on whether he would be open
to bilateral talks with
Washington aimed at easing
tensions.

It did not immediately
carry additional comments
from Zarif.
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Alabama’s Republican gov-
ernor has signed the most

stringent abortion legislation in
the nation, making performing
an abortion a felony in nearly
all cases.

“To the bill’s many sup-
porters, this legislation stands
as a powerful testament to
Alabamians’ deeply held belief
that every life is precious and
that every life is a sacred gift
from God,” Governor Kay Ivey
said in a statement on
Wednesday. The bill’s sponsors
want to give conservatives on
the US Supreme Court a
chance to gut abortion rights
nationwide, but Democrats
and abortion rights advocates
criticised the bill as a slap in the
face to women voters.

“It just completely disre-
gards women and the value of
women and their voice. We
have once again silenced
women on a very personal
issue,” said Sen. Linda
Coleman-Madison, a
Birmingham Democrat.
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Iran is preparing to increase
enriched uranium and heavy

water production as part of its
decision to stop some commit-
ments made under the nuclear
deal, an official said Thursday.

“The process of increasing
the ‘capacity and production
pace’ of enriched uranium and
heavy water has started since
the day the president (Hassan
Rouhani) ordered it,” Behrouz
Kamalvandi, spokesman for
Iran’s Atomic Energy
Organisation, told the semi-
official ISNA news agency.

On May 8, Rouhani
announced that Iran would
stop observing restrictions on
stocks of enriched uranium and
heavy water agreed under the
2015 nuclear deal with major
world powers.

He said it was in retaliation
for the unilateral US with-

drawal last year from the agree-
ment known as the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA) and sanctions
imposed by Washington on
Tehran.

Since Rouhani’s announce-
ment, Iran has ceased to limit
its stocks of heavy water and
enriched uranium to 130
tonnes and 300 kilogrammes
respectively as agreed under the
nuclear deal.

Under the agreement, Iran
pledged to reduce its nuclear
capacities for several years and
allow international inspectors
inside the country to monitor
its activities in return for relief
from international sanctions.

The deal set a limit on the
number of uranium-enrich-
ing centrifuges, and restricted
its right to enrich uranium to
no higher than 3.67 percent,
well below weapons-grade lev-
els of around 90 per cent.
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Britain’s Boris Johnson con-
firmed Thursday he will

seek to become prime minister
when Theresa May quits,
reports said, as she promised to
set out a departure timetable
early next month.

“Of course I’m going to go
for it,” the former Foreign
Minister, ex-mayor of London
and leading Brexit campaign-
er told a business event in
Manchester, northwest
England, the BBC and Sky
News reported.

The decision comes as lit-

tle surprise as Johnson, one of
Britain’s most 
identifiable politicians 
known simply as “Boris”, has
long been known to covet the
top job.

But it effectively fires the
starting gun on a race that
already has more than a dozen
runners and riders — even
though there is no official
vacancy.

May has promised to step
down once the first stage of
Britain’s exit from the European
Union is secured, but this has
been put in doubt by repeated
Brexit delays.
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Ajax were crowned
Dutch champions for

the 34th time on
Wednesday after they
cruised to 4-1 win at De
Graafschap that completed
a domestic double a week
after their crushing
Champions League exit at
the hands of Tottenham
Hotspur.

Goals from Lasse
Schoene, Nicolas Tagliafico
and Dusan Tadic, who
bagged a second half-
brace, saw Erik ten Hag's
side win their eighth league
match on the bounce and
formerly win the title after
effectively sealing the deal at
the weekend.

Ajax came into the final
match of the season three
points clear of closest rivals
PSV Eindhoven with a 14-goal
higher goal difference after

they beat Utrecht 4-1 and the
defending champions lost 1-0
at AZ Alkmaar on Sunday.

Those results made a first
double in 17 years — Ajax won
the Dutch Cup on May 5 — a
near-certainty, and in the end
made PSV's 3-1 win over
Heracles irrelevant.

However the flamboy-
ant Amsterdam outfit, who
captured hearts as their
scintillating football took
them to the brink of a first
Champions League final in
more than two decades,
nonetheless turned on the
style in their final game
before their stars are sold
off in the summer.

Midfielder Frenkie De
Jong will  leave for
Barcelona in the summer
for an initial 75 million
euros ($89 million), while
centre-back Matthijs de
Ligt, who sent Juventus

packing with a bullet head-
er in the quarter finals, could
follow his teammate to
Catalonia.

Also coach Franck De
Boer admits that forwards
Hakim Ziyech and David
Neres would also all be target-
ed by Europe's biggest clubs
come the end of the season.
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Bayern Munich coach Niko
Kovac has hinted that

departing veterans Arjen
Robben and Franck Ribery
will not be in the starting
eleven for their f inal
Bundesliga appearance against
Eintracht Frankfurt on
Saturday.

Bayern need to avoid
defeat against Frankfurt if they
are to secure a seventh succes-
sive Bundesliga title, and Kovac
suggested on Thursday that
pragmatism may come before
sentimentality when it comes
to Robben and Ribery.

"As a coach you always
have to be a coach on the one
hand and a human being on
the other, and they are not
always compatible," said Kovac.

At a press conference on
Tuesday, Robben had voiced
his hope of making one final
start for Bayern at the Allianz
Arena, and joked that he would
score two goals if he played 90
minutes.

"Of course Arjen wants to
play," said Kovac.

The Bayern coach said he
had already spoken to both
Robben and Ribery about their
roles on Saturday, but refused
to confirm whether they would
be in the starting line-up.

"I am going to leave you in
the dark on that one," he told
reporters.

Kovac confirmed that
James Rodriguez would be
unavailable against Frankfurt,
and said Thiago and Joshua
Kimmich hoped to return to
full fitness in time to play.

Goalkeeper Manuel Neuer,
who has been out with a calf
injury since April, is also
expected to miss out.

Bayern hope to wrap up a
league and cup double in the
next two weeks, but their suc-
cess has not stopped questions
about Kovac's future.

Amid speculation he may
be fighting for his job, the
Bayern coach made an emo-
tional plea for more empathy
in football on Thursday.

"I have learned how diffi-
cult it is to stay a normal per-
son," he said of his first season
at Bayern. "We have to learn to
have more empathy."

"If I slap you, then the pain
will fade after a while, but it
will be worse for the soul," he
told reporters.

"We have to see the person
in front of us and not just pile
in all the time."

������4 Jack Marriott scored
twice as he started and finished
a dramatic revival that saw
Derby County beat Leeds
United 4-2 on Wednesday to
complete a 4-3 aggregate come-
back win and reach the English
Championship play-off final.

Former Chelsea and
England midfielder Frank
Lampard is now one game away
from taking the Rams back
into the lucrative Premier
League in his first season as a
manager, with Aston Villa their
opponents at Wembley on May
27.

Leeds took a 24th-minute
lead on the night through Stuart
Dallas after Kalvin Phillips' free-
kick came back off the post.
Derby though equalised on the
night just before half-time when
substitute Marriott capitalised
on a mix-up between Leeds
defender Liam Cooper and
goalkeeper Kiko Casilla

moments after coming on.
They draw level on aggre-

gate straight after the break
when Harry Wilson played in
Mason Mount, who cut inside
from the left and beat Casilla.

Derby then went ahead in
the tie for the first time in the
58th minute when Cooper
needlessly conceded a penalty
following a pull on Mason
Bennett in the area, with Wilson

scoring from the spot.
Derby's 3-2 aggregate lead

did not last long, however, with
Dallas scoring his second goal of
the game when he struck a pre-
cise shot into the far corner.

Derby's winner arrived in
the 85th minute when Marriott
charged through on goal and
dinked the ball over Casilla just
before the keeper could get to
the ball. AFP
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Lazio lifted the Coppa Italia
for the seventh time on

Wednesday after late goals
from Sergej Milinkovic-Savic
and Joaquin Correa guided
them to a 2-0 final win over
Atalanta on a night in Rome
dogged by fan violence.

Milinkovic-Savic's fine
header set Lazio on their way
with eight minutes left at the
Stadio Olimpico, seconds after
coming on as a substitute,
before Correa sealed victory in
the closing moments of the
match.

The victory books Lazio a
ticket to next season's Europa
League, much-needed for
Simone Inzaghi's side as they
are eighth in Serie A, four
points off the European berths
with two games left to play.

"We really wanted this
Cup," said Inzaghi.

His side's win was marred
by clashes outside the stadium
between Lazio's hardcore
"Ultras" supporters and police
before the game.

Atalanta had eliminated
holders Juventus in the quarter-
finals and been bidding to win
their second Coppa Italia and
their first major honour since
they won the competition in
1963.

For the side from Bergamo
— who are still in the running
to qualify for the Champions
League for the first time — it
is their third defeat in the
final after missing out in 1987
and 1996.
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Gian Piero Gasperini's side

head to Serie A champions Juve

on Sunday looking to keep
hold of fourth place, with AC
Milan and Roma both three
points back.

"It's a pity, but finals are like
that," said Gasperini. "The
decisive moment of the match
arrived in the second half and
we lost on a corner kick.

"We now head to Sunday,
because there is a place in the
next Champions League to
defend. We'll overcome this
disappointment, even if our
run in the tournament was a
great experience."

Atalanta had arrived in
Rome on a 12-match unbeat-
en run since the end of
February. They had beaten
Lazio in both Serie A meetings
this season.

But they could not find a
way past their solid opponents
and failed to take their chances
in a nervy game, with Papu
Gomez denied by Thomas
Strakosha in the Lazio goal
within the first minute.

Atalanta's top scorer
Duvan Zapata and midfielder
Marten De Roon also squan-
dered two quickfire efforts on
26 minutes, before Gomez hit
the post with 14 minutes left.

Seconds afterwards
Milinkovic-Savic made an
almost immediate impact after
coming on after a month out
injured to replace Luis Alberto,
who had just missed a chance
for Lazio.

The Serb broke through
leaving Pierluigi Gollini pow-
erless, and Correa finished off
a counter-attack minutes later
to award Inzaghi his first major
honour since winning the com-
petition as a Lazio player in
2009.
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Experienced left-arm pacer
Mohammad Aamir was on

Thursday included in Pakistan's
World Cup squad after their
bowlers were taken to the clean-
ers by England recently.

The thrashing by English
batsmen in a T20 International
and two ODIs has alarmed the
selectors, who were initially not
keen on picking Aamir for the
showpiece owing to lack of form.

Though Aamir is suspected
to be suffering from chicken pox
and is to have a medical exami-
nation done in London, a reliable
source said that the team man-
agement, including captain
Sarfaraz Ahmed and head coach

Mickey Arthur, expressed confi-
dence in the bowler and allowed
him time to recover.

"The chief selector Inzamam-
ul-Haq is also in agreement with
the team management but he
wants to first be sure Aamir can
be fit by the time the World Cup
starts from May 30," the source
said.

He said the team manage-
ment and chief selector are now
awaiting the medical report of
Aamir.

"If the cricket board confirms
that Aamir can make a recovery
in two weeks time, the manage-

ment and chief selector will want
him in the World Cup squad," the
source said.

The lacklustre performance
of the bowlers in the matches
against England forced the team
management to go back to Aamir,
who was not part of the 15-man
squad named initially.

"They are also keeping a
close look at Asif Ali who has
scored two successive half-cen-
turies in the ODIs and if he con-
tinues his form he might well be
included in the World Cup squad
but at whose cost this has to be
decided," he added.
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Former captain Dilip
Vengsarkar feels trying out K
L Rahul at No 4 is an option

India can explore in the World
Cup since he has the technique
and temperament to succeed in
English conditions.

One of Indian cricket's best
chairmen of selectors, the 'Colonel'
is confident that Virat Kohli's
men will have a smooth ride to the
semi-finals and can take it from
there on.

The number four position
has been a bone of contention after
Ambati Rayudu failed to make the
cut despite being given an extend-
ed run in the run up to the tour-
nament.

"We have a settled opening
pair in Shikhar (Dhawan) and
Rohit (Sharma). Virat Kohli is phe-
nomenal at No 3. I feel that K L
Rahul could be an option at No 4.
He has the technique and can
complement the top three well. I
believe No 4 should be a special-
ist batsman," Vengsarkar said.

Even though the pitches are
expected to be flat during the
showpiece, Vengsarkar, who him-
self played three World Cups

(1979, 1983, 1987) with two in
England, felt that Rahul's tech-
nique provides him an advantage.

"Since he is a specialist open-
er, in case of early wickets, he
could provide stability. Also in a
long tournament, if required he
can open the innings. I feel that he
should be a part of playing XI,"
Vengsarkar said about Rahul, who
finished second in the IPL run-
getter's list with 593.

The 63-year-old opined that
the biggest advantage for India will
be their experience of playing a full
series in the United Kingdom last
year.

"In England, the weather can
be fickle and that can have an
effect on the performance.
Adaptability will always be the key.
But to Indian team's advantage,
they played in England during the
same time last year. We have had
an exposure to those conditions
and that's good thing. We should
try and use it to our advantage,"
said the member of the victorious
1983 World Cup team.

The veteran of 116 Tests and
129 ODIs is also not worried
about Yuzvendra Chahal and
Kuldeep Yadav's dip in form dur-
ing the Australia series.

"I am sure both Chahal and
Kuldeep must have worked on
their game as to what went wrong
against Australia. Once they get
there, they must carefully assess
the conditions and accordingly
devise the strategy," he said.

As far as the semi-final line-
up is concerned, Vengsarkar
named India, hosts England and
defending champions Australia
as the favourites to reach the last
four stage.

"At this moment I can't predict
about the fourth team. Yes India,
England and Australia have the
team to go all the way," he added.


��4 Australian firebrand Nick
Kyrgios was disqualified from the
Italian Open after an expletive-laden
rant on Thursday as defending cham-
pion Rafael Nadal swept into the third
round along with top seed Novak
Djokovic and Roger Federer.

Kyrgios grabbed the headlines
when he suffered a spectacular melt-
down on Court Three against
Norwegian qualifier Casper Ruud.

The controversial 24-year-old,
who had marked his presence in
Rome by criticising Djokovic and
Nadal in an interview on Wednesday,
starting arguing with the umpire in the
third set.

World number 36 Kyrgios had
levelled the match at one set all but was
given a game penalty early on in the
third set for swearing.

His response was to kick out at a
water bottle before throwing a chair
onto the court, packing his bag and
then storming off court, shouting I am
fucking done''

Kyrgios was automatically dis-
qualified with Ruud winning 6-3, 6-
7 (5/7), 2-1 to advance to the third
round against former US Open cham-
pion Juan Martin del Potro.

Kyrgios had already been at the
centre of controversy during
Wednesday's washout when he told
the NCR Tennis Podcast that Djokovic
had "a sick obsession with wanting to

be liked" and that the Serb's post-
match celebration was "cringeworthy".

Nadal was described by the
Australian as "super-salty".

Meanwhile, Nadal crushed
France's Jeremy Chardy 6-0, 6-1,
with Federer, a four-time runner-up,
easing past Portugal's Joao Sousa 6-4,
6-3, and Djokovic beating Canadian
Denis Shapovalov 6-1, 6-3.

All three are in action again later
in the day to make up time after play

was washed out on Wednesday.
Nadal meets Georgian Nikoloz

Basilashvili, with Federer up against
Croatian Borna Coric, and Djokovic
facing Germany's Philipp
Kohlschreiber.

World number four Dominic
Thiem slammed tournament organ-
isers after he was dumped out 4-6, 6-
4, 7-5 by Spain's Fernando Verdasco.

Japan's Kei Nishikori, the sixth
seed, got past American Taylor Fritz
6-2, 6-4 and next meets Jan-Lennard
Struff.

In the women's competition,
world number one Naomi Osaka
fought back after losing her serve early
to ease past Dominika Cibulkova 6-
3, 6-3 against the 33rd-ranked Slovak
who she also beat last week in Madrid.

She was at risk of losing her world
number one ranking to Simona Halep
but the Romanian was knocked out
by Czech teenager Marketa
Vondrousova losing 2-6, 7-5, 6-3
having needed to win the tournament
to regain top spot she last held in mid-
January.

Halep's defeat also guarantees
Osaka's top seed at the French Open.

Next up for the Japanese player on
the clay of the Foro Italico is Romania's
Mihaela Buzarnescu.

Czech second seed Petra Kvitova
eased past Yulia Putintseva of
Kazakhstan 6-0, 6-1. AFP
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Meditation is nothing new.
And it doesn't require
anything that you don't
already have in this
exact moment.

That's the beauty and simplicity of
meditation—there's nowhere to go,
nothing to own, nothing to lose, and
everything to gain by finding stillness
during a chaotic day at work.

Too often we fumble through our
days at the mercy of demands—our
bosses, our clients, or schedules, or our
chaotic thought-filled minds.

It's so easy to get sucked into the
fast pace of daily life that most people
forget what it's like to notice their
breath. To be aware of their bodies. To
simply watch their thoughts pass by like
leaves on a stream.

That type of presence, connection,
and attunement to our present experi-
ence is all too rare in our personal and
professional lives. And the more we get
back to that state of mind, the better we
feel, the clearer we think, and the hap-
pier we become.

As little as five minutes can make
a big difference in your day. One of the
easiest ways to engage in mindfulness
meditation is to focus on the breath.

Sit comfortably. Close your eyes.
Now take natural, even, rhythmic
breaths. While you're breathing in,
count one, when you breathe out,
count two. Once you get up to the count
of 10, start over at one.

This simple meditation technique
is excellent for beginners and individ-
uals that want to develop razor-sharp
focus.

After coming to a comfortable rest
in meditation with your eyes closed and
your breath slowing, turn your atten-
tion to the sensation of your body in the
chair. To the pressure of your feet on

the floor. Bring your awareness to
your hands as they rest on your legs.
Scan your body from head to toe stop-
ping to acknowledge areas of tension
and relaxation.

Then, turn your attention outward
to all of the sounds you can hear where
you're sitting. Notice everything that
hits your eardrum. There's no need to
respond to or do anything—these few
minutes, you're just witnessing your
experience.

This technique is great for relaxing
and feeling grounded. Instead of rush-
ing through each bite, savour them.
Notice the smell of the food, how it
looks, and the complexity of its taste.
Bring your awareness to what it feels
like to chew and swallow. Give yourself
permission to be fully present in eat-
ing or conversations.

This type of meditation will help
you reset and re-focus for the second
half of your day. Work-related stress has
become a major cause of distress in
modern life. The constant work pres-
sure and the rat race to stay ahead of
the competition is making employees
assume more responsibilities than they
can possibly handle, leading to eventu-
al emotional and physical exhaustion.
With mounting work pressure, more
and more employees are looking out for
jobs, which add meaning to their lives
and contribute to their overall well-
being. They no longer regard work just
as a source of livelihood but rather as
an opportunity to realise inner satisfac-
tion and a means towards a bigger end.
In this shifting scenario, workplace spir-
ituality can play an important role to
impart a sense of fulfilment and job sat-
isfaction that the employees today
crave.

Many believe that spirituality and
business are distinct domains with lit-

tle or no scope of overlaps. While spir-
ituality is regarded as a personal quest
to get in touch with the inner being,
businesses are treated as rational enti-
ties driven primarily by profit with lit-
tle regard to individual beliefs. As
employees have started spending a
majority of their waking hours at work,
it has become crucial to let them prac-
tise their spiritual beliefs at the work-
place as well. By integrating spiritual-
ity and work, an organisation can not
only ensure more successful operations
but also boost the sense of meaning for
employees. Inculcating spirituality at
workplace let employees harmonise
their personal and business life making
them happier and more productive..

One of the most popular ways to
practise mindfulness is through med-
itation. Meditation is a mind-body
practice that’s been used for centuries
to promote calmness, improve physio-

logical balance, and improve overall
health. There are many studies that have
demonstrated how beneficial regular
meditation can be on the mind and
body. Which is why, more and more
companies are starting to offer a med-
itation programme for employees.

Social interaction and work rela-
tionships are important aspects of
employee health and wellness.
Practising meditation together as a
group is an easy way to promote social
interaction and a sense of unity. Plus,
practising mindfulness has been said to
help improve a person’s ability to man-
age healthy relationships by fostering a
more positive outlook and attitude. 

The consistent practice of mindful
meditation can also have a notable ben-
eficial impact on our overall mood,
including reducing severe depression
and anxiety. A study from Boston
University has shown that mindfulness

and meditation-based programmes
lead to significant reductions in clini-
cal levels of anxiety and depression
across a range of conditions and an
increase in patience and positivity. A
daily practice can help to carry this
optimism into the workplace and boost
satisfaction.

Everyone should maintain a sense
of purpose and value in their lives. We
wholeheartedly believe that all the
answers lie within us, and by silencing
our minds, we connect to the source.
Through meditation, we find clarity on
our sense of purpose and we declare the
vision for our lives. Towards that 
end, the work that we do every day
becomes more meaningful and we
exemplify passion and creativity at
powerful levels, inspiring others to do
the same.

The positive energy we put out can
have a huge impact on those around us.
It is our duty as leaders to maintain
control of our emotions, thoughts and
feelings; acting from our highest self at
all times.

Management can ease the process
of moral and ethical decision-making,
which often is the cause of internal con-
flicts for employees, by identifying
few leaders to act as a performance
coach. These coaches can counsel
employees when faced with ethical
dilemmas and guide them in making
choices that confers with their inner
values. In scenarios where employee
decisions are not in the best interest of
the organisation, the performance
coach can help to find alternatives that
work out in the best interest of both the
parties. Such moral guides can ensure
that employees are at peace with all the
decisions that they make at their work-
place bringing them inner satisfaction
and peace.
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Amyth goes that an old hermit
had once cursed a Mughal
emperor by saying, Ya rahe
gujar ya rahe usar. The curse
implied that his dream fort

and stepwells, on completion, would be
either deserted or be peopled by the
nomadic Gujjar tribe. History is evidence
that the bit about the numerous baolis in
the city holds true as they have been aban-
doned presumably due to lack of water.
The capital, that once was home to more
than 100 baolis or stepwells, now has only
11. But a small beginning has been made
to restore at least some of them to their
former pristine glory. And these are
contributing to making summer evenings
in the city cool and a pleasant outdoor
pursuit.

One such is the 800-year-old Hazrat
Nizamuddin baoli, the only one that has
an active underground spring ensuring a
continuous water supply. Its renewal is
being done mainly by the Aga Khan Trust
for Culture (AGTC) under the
Nizamuddin Urban Renewal Initiative
and the Archaeological Survey of India
(ASI). The baoli still holds water and is
considered sacred by the devotees of the
native community. In 2008, the baoli suf-
fered major damage when portions of its
eastern wall collapsed, threatening the
shelters and security of 18 families which
occupied the southern terrace. This also
posed a threat to the over 5,000 pilgrims
who are regular visitors of the corridor at
the Dargah.

Ratish Nanda, conservation architect
and project director of AGTC, listed how
the revamping and water revival project
under the initiative has been worked out.
He informed, “After the collapse, the team
worked on removing 40-feet of accumu-
lated ashlar stones which had fallen in the

baoli and were buried in the sludge. A
path was paved to re-open the water inlet
points. The baoli was desilted to its orig-
inal depth of over 80 feet below the
ground level.” He added that the baoli con-
tinues to hold over three million litres of
water today. 

Talking about the neighbouring
Humayun’s Tomb, he highlighted how
around 20 wells were discovered during
the process of its restoration, which were
filled with filth and dust. That scum was
about 40 feet! He said, “So, around 200
rainwater harvesting recharge pits were
created at the tomb to ensure that every
drop of rainwater is used to recharge the
ground water aquifers and wells.”

The objective of the garden restora-
tion project, he said, was to revitalise and
revive the gardens and its pathways, water
channels, pools and fountains as per the
original design. He added, “This has
necessitated the conservation, repair and
rebuilding of the water channel system
and the repair, extension and reactivation
of the irrigation system to ensure that
water flows naturally through the water-
courses and fountains. It has also entailed
the establishment of renewable water
sources using rainwater harvesting to
recharge groundwater and historic wells.”

The entrance zone of the neighbour-
ing Sunder Nursery consists of a series
of sunken gardens and enclosed spaces
for flowerbeds for seasonals which bloom

annually. These also function as rainwa-
ter harvesting pits, water from which runs
off into a swimming pool-sized under-
ground tank. This water is put to use
throughout the year after the Delhi
monsoon fills the tank up. “The shallow
lakes created at the spot also serve as
water reservoirs,” said he. The nursery is
home to more than 20,000 saplings
which were planted to impact the over-
all vegetation and cool down the sur-
rounding temperature. Nanda added
that it makes “the place six to seven
degrees cooler than the peripheral areas
of Delhi.”

Talking about the aftermath of the
restoration, Asif Ali, the art and heritage
expert who was closely associated with
the project, pointed out that this has
impacted the monuments economically
as well. “Footfalls at the site have risen
from 300 to 400 per day (when the entry
fee was �5 for Indians and �100 for for-
eigners) to 3,000 to 4,000 per day today
(the fee is �40 for Indians and �600 for
foreigners). There is more of the local,
ancient heritage that is available for the
tourists to look at. Economically that
means huge gains.”
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Tilda Swinton feels most at
home at the Berlin Film
Festival, but she’s steadily

become a regular at the Cannes
Film Festival.

“I’m racking them up,” she says
cheerfully the day after the pre-
miere of Jim Jarmusch’s zombie
movie The Dead Don’t Die. 

“I like this summer-holiday
feel. These are wonderful family
reunions,” Swinton said. “If I’m with
Jim Jarmusch, I’m with the Jim
team. If I’m with Bong Joon-ho, I’m
with the Bong team. If I’m with Wes
Anderson, I’m with the Wes team.
You’re having a summer holiday
with your friends on the beach. It’s
sort of silly. I like the silliness of it.”

But Swinton is nostalgic for one
aspect of the festival that has
waned in recent years, “the Troma-
ness of Cannes,” she says, alluding
to the once ubiquitous Troma
Entertainment, the aggressively
promotional indie factory of low-
budget exploitation movies. The
Dead Don’t Die, which is compet-
ing in Cannes for the Palme d’Or,
isn’t a Troma film by any stretch.
But it shares some genre DNA.
Jarmusch’s film is about a small
town named Centerville where
“polar fracking” alters the Earth’s
rotation and the undead begin to
walk the streets. Swinton, who
memorably starred as a thorough-
ly well-read vampire in Jarmusch’s
Only Lovers Left Alive, plays the
town’s mortician.

“At some point at the end of
our adventure with Only Lovers Left
Alive, Jim said, ‘Let’s do a zombie
movie next,’” she recalls. “He said,
‘What do you want to be?’ I said,
pretty much off the cuff, ‘I want to
be the funeral director who’s put out
because the dead don’t die.’ That

was it. He laughed and went away.
And then all the rest, he did.”

For even Swinton, the charac-
ter is an eccentric one. She speaks
with a pronounced version of her
own Scottish accent and is a mas-
ter swordsman. Swinton, finally, is
zombie-killing Scottish samurai
warrior. “I’ve very proud of that
body count,” she says, smiling. “I
love it.”

There are winking references
throughout the often meta The
Dead Don’t Die to the actors them-
selves — among them Bill Murray,
Adam Driver and Chloe Sevigny.
Swinton’s character is named Zelda
Winston, a riff on Jarmusch’s nick-

name for Swinton: “Swilda Hinson.”
“Everybody’s in their own

clothes,” she says. As purposefully
outlandish as much of the movie is,
its premise — where the planet is
horribly damaged and a strange
new-normal takes hold — doesn’t
sound far-fetched to Swinton.

“It could easily be a documen-
tary, if we’re not careful. We’re get-
ting used to really bad things hap-
pening that we couldn’t imagine,”
she says. “We’ve just all got to retain
perspective. It’s so easy to become
befuddled. And it’s so easy to
notice that some forces are active-
ly befuddling us.”

Swinton recently narrated

Mark Cousin’s Women Make Film:
A New Road Movie Through
Cinema, a four-hour documentary
(for which 12 more hours are
planned) that sheds light on many
of the under-appreciated female
filmmakers from throughout cin-
ema history. Swinton referenced
that past as an important perspec-
tive in today’s gender equality
struggles.

“Women have been making
films for 11 decades now,” she
said. “There are countless films
out there. Why don’t we necessar-
ily know about them? We have
women filmmakers. Some are
working in bars, some are still in
school, some can’t get into school.
But that’s where we need to start.
We need to look at the canon,
appreciate it, stream it. Then it will
exist amongst us.”

One new addition to that
canon may be Joanna Hogg’s
“The Souvenir.” The film, which
opens in U.S. theaters Friday,
stars Honor Swinton Byrne,
Swinton’s daughter, in her film
debut. Swinton plays her mother.
Hogg’s widely acclaimed film —
a second part of which is planned
— is drawn from her own expe-
rience as a film student, her own
deferred coming-of-age of a film-
maker. “What she’s doing has
such a purity,” says Swinton. “She
started making her own films 20
years after making films as an
assist director in TV. Because of
experiences of these films, she
didn’t have the confidence to be
an author and yet she’s hit the
ground running.”

Swinton, ever loyal to her
directors, will be back in Cannes.
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Popular television actress
Hina Khan made a stunning

debut at the red carpet of the
72nd Cannes Film Festival as
she chose a sparkling gown by
Lebanese designer, Ziad Nakad.

Hina, known for her roles
in shows like Yeh Rishta Kya
Kehlata Hai and Kasautii
Zindagii Kay, wore the glittery
grey gown with a moderate trail
and a plunging neckline. She
completed the look with her
hair tied back, minimal make-
up and a nude pink lip shade.
The 31-year-old actress took to
her Instagram account to
express her excitement. 

She posted a black and
white photograph of herself
posing for the shutterbugs.
Calling it God's sign, Hina cap-
tioned the image, “Cannes 2019.
The picture is just not ‘a’ picture.

God's sign. Shining star.”
The actress will also be a

speaker at India Pavilion of the
72nd edition of the festival,
which will run until May 25.

The talk will be followed by the
first look launch event of her
film Lines, which is set in the
backdrop of the Kargil War.
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As the weather warms up, many
of us start thinking about

enjoying our meals outdoors. But
a seamless, successful picnic takes
some planning. Having a checklist
and some ideas for what foods
work best can keep the easy-breezy
notion of a summer picnic just that.

Whether you are looking to
create a simple alfresco lunch or a
more stylish meal, a potluck menu
for a group or a romantic repast for
two, be prepared. I have learned the
hard way that garbage bags and
bottle openers don’t just appear in
fields.

THE CARRIERS
Anything from a classic picnic

basket to a sturdy, flat-bottomed
bag to a metal or plastic bin or box.
Include some sort of cooler.

THE FOOD
Choose simple dishes that

require no fussing over at the pic-
nic. Steer clear of fragile foods and
take items that won’t get soggy, are
delicious at room temperature,
can stand up to some time in the
sun and can be eaten with your
hands or just a fork — it’s hard to
cut things on a paper plate bal-
anced on your lap.

Usually, picnics don’t have the
prescribed flow of a regular indoor
meal. It’s quite acceptable and
lovely that someone might be
munching on a piece of frittata
while others are eating cookies.

But if you plan on a more
leisurely afternoon, you may want
to put out some nibbley things to
start. Cheese plus bread or crack-
ers are always welcome, supple-
mented by olives, cornichons, nuts,
dried fruit, and condiments like fig
jam or chutney. If you make a cros-
tini topping or two, put that out
along with some toasted baguette
slices brushed with olive oil and let
people assemble their own. Think
about a dip and some cut-up veg-
etables. There are lots of interest-
ing salsas to make or buy to pair
with chips.

If you are bringing a lettuce
salad or anything that can wilt
quickly, pack the dressing separate-
ly and toss it there. Sturdier grain
and vegetables salads can be made
and dressed just before leaving
(some grain, pasta or potato salads
can happily be made up to a cou-
ple days ahead of time).

Sandwiches are always good,
but pack them tightly so they
don’t fall apart. Fried chicken,
grilled or roasted chicken (so good
cold), salads featuring proteins
like chicken or tuna, quiches, frit-
tatas — truly, anything you are
happy eating at room temperature
is fair game. Include at least one
vegetarian and one gluten-free

option if you think those might be
needed.

Avoid desserts that need to be
cut and plated, like pies and cakes.
Go with pre-cut durable sweets like
brownies, bar cookies, drop cook-
ies.

Grapes, cherries, cut melon
and strawberries are good, pack-
able fruit offerings.

As for drinks, bring an assort-
ment in cans or bottles. If you are
going to a park, make sure glass
bottles and/or alcohol are allowed;
boxed or canned wine may be your
friend and there are some good
ones out there. Maybe pack a ther-
mos or two of iced tea or lemon-
ade. Keep drinks chilled with lots
of ice.

DISPOSABLE OR REUSABLE?
We are all trying to be green-

er. And for a smaller group, at least,
re-usable are often more attractive

and eco-friendly. Bring an extra
bag for recycling.

MAKE THAT LIST
Here is a sample checklist, to

prevent those “did anyone pack the
napkins?” moments:

Picnic basket or other portable
container, cooler with ice or cold
packs, picnic blanket (preferably
waterproof in case the ground is
damp), picnic chairs, portable pic-
nic table, plates, cups, utensils (eat-
ing and serving), napkins, paper
towels (and maybe wet wipes),
dish towels (these can be used to
anchor dishes in transport, and also
for cleanup), drinks (including
plenty of water), bottle opener
and/or corkscrew, cutting board
(also useful as a level serving sur-
face, perfect for drinks), sharp
knife, salt, pepper, condiments
(leftover ketchup, mustard or mayo
packets from take-out can be put to
use), sunscreen and insect repellent,
hats, garbage/recycling bags, games
and activities: Frisbees, balls, bub-
bles, water guns, etc. 

PACKING YOUR PICNIC
Put the heaviest, sturdiest items

on the bottom of your container,
and the lighter, more delicate items
on top. Have your picnic blanket
accessible — it’s the first thing
you’ll want to unpack.

Chill drinks and perishable
foods before you pack them.

And finally, of course, leave the
picnic site the way you found it.
Shake those last few crumbs off the
blanket, but otherwise nobody
need know you were there.
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Which fruit can be had in its
raw form as well as
when is it ripe?

What lends itself to pick-
les, chutneys, soufflés,
drinks, ice creams and
cakes? What can be
added to dals for a
nice texture or eaten
on its own as a dessert?
Of course, the answer is
none other than mango. And
in India, the varieties are innumer-
able. While the Hapus or alphon-
so holds sway in the western parts,
the Dussehri, Langda and Chausa
are the favourites in the Hindi belt.
Of course, Andhra loves it
Baganpalli and Bengal its Malda.

History yields some very inter-
esting facts and figures about this
celebrated fruit. Fossils indicate that
the mango made its first appear-
ance between 25 to 30 million years
ago in Northeast India, Myanmar
and Bangladesh, from where it trav-
elled down to southern India. The
earliest name given to the mango
was Amra-Phal. It is also referred
to in early Vedic literature as Rasala
and Sahakara, and is written about
in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
and the Puranas, which condemn
the felling of mango trees. Over the
ages, the mango became a house-
hold fruit and odes were sung in its
praise. Legendary Urdu poet Mirza
Asadullah Khan Ghalib was a
mango aficionado, too. He despised
people who didn’t share his addic-
tion for the fruit. Mughal emper-

or Akbar
is said to have

planted over 100,000 mango trees
in Darbhanga (modern Bihar). 

So how do you judge whether
a mango is ripe enough to be eaten?
Squeeze gently. If it is ripe, it will
give in to a slight fingertip pressure
and will smell sweet at the stem
end. An unripe mango has a sour
taste and an astringent effect on
your tongue and lips. So choose
carefully if you’re planning to eat it
the same day. Also, be careful to
choose the fruit which has a fully
intact skin that’s free of any bruis-
es or cuts.

Mangoes are one of the most
versatile fruits. You can serve ripe
mango slices in compotes, cakes
and tarts or alongside grilled or
roasted meats and poultry. You can
purée mango and use it as a base
for sherbets, whips, ice cream,
beverages and dessert sauces. You
can eat it out of hand, peeled like
a banana or on the half shell. Or
you can gently roll and knead the

mango until all of the pulp inside
is mashed and liquefied,

then simply tap a hole at
one end and suck the

fruit dry. Mango has
a flavour affinity for
apricot, avocado,
chicken, chillies,

cilantro, cucumbers,
fish, lime juice, orange,

passion fruit, pineapple,
rum, seafood, star fruit, sweet

bell pepper and tangerine.
While this has clearly become

the most versatile ingredient in the
kitchen these days, today mangoes
can be used in each of the 12 cours-
es of a meal. A large number of
mango-festivals that are held these
days tells us of the paramount
importance that the fruit has.
When we speak of nutrition, man-
goes are rich in vitamins A, B, and
C and a good source of potassium.
One medium-size mango has about
150 calories. Mangoes are a rich
source of anti-oxidants like
quercetin, astragalin and gallic
acid that have been proven to fight
against certain types of cancers.

Hence, it can be said that it is
rightly the brightest yellow in the
kitchen. It is such a celebrated fruit
that in season, it can be used in
myriad ways and when off season,
it is used to make condiments.
Mango and its variants are indeed
the best that India has to offer to
global cuisine.

(Rai is executive chef at The
Ashok, ITDC.)
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(15 Innings, 405 runs)

Virat Kohli's limited
over deputy Rohit
Sharma's Mumbai
Indians topped the
points table with 18
points in 14 games
and then went on to
win the record
fourth trophy after
beating arch-rivals
Chennai in the final.

But Sharma also failed to perform as per his stature
in this year's edition. The three-time IPL winning
captain decided to open the innings but could only
manage two fifties in 16 innings, that too came in
the last four games of the league round. However,
his leadership skills were just out of the box once
again and he made superb use of the resources avail-
able, affecting the match result time and again.
Going into the World Cup, his presence and advice
will surely help Virat.
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(16 Innings, 521 runs)

After being traded
from Sunrisers
Hyderabad to his
hometown team,
Shikhar Dhawan
leads the batting
chart for the new
look Delhi Capitals
with 521 runs. He
played a vital role in
leading Shreyas

Iyer-led Delhi to reach its first playoffs since 2012.
The 33-year-old Delhi lad started from where he
last left in 2018 (497 runs in 16 innings) and
smashed 51 runs against Chennai Super Kings in
his second innings in Delhi colors. And then after
scoring the match-winning 97* against Kolkata in
away time, he scored a hat-trick of half-centuries
against KXIP, Rajasthan Royals and RCB, all of
which came in the winning cause. His presence at
the top not only helped Delhi to get off to a good
start but also his experience came handy in help-
ing youngsters like Prithvi Shaw, Iyer and Rishabh
Pant at the top.
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(14 Innings, 593 runs)

Moving on from
poor disastrous Test
form, supremely tal-
ented KL Rahul
once again found
his mojo back after
donning KXIP jer-
sey. The third high-
est run scorer of
2018 edition (659
runs in 14 innings),

India's reserve opener for the World Cup, Rahul
completed his 2019 campaign with 593 runs in 14
matches, scoring six fifties and a 100 against
Mumbai Indians which came in a losing tie. With
yet another tremendous show, the right-hander bats-
man not only justified his selection in the World
Cup squad but also put forward a strong case for
number 4 position in the Indian batting line up. His
wide range of shorts and ability to clear boundaries
with ease makes him one of the highlighting fac-
tor and going be the experience he has of interna-
tional cricket, he is surely going to challenge Vijay
Shankar for the starting XI spot, considering
Shankar failed to make much of an impact.
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(12 Innings, 416 runs)

The biggest posi-
tive for India from
this edition of
Indian Premier
League is the rav-
ishing form of for-
mer Indian skipper
Mahendra Singh
Dhoni. The three-
time World Cup
veteran is in great

touch this year and after winning Man of the Series
award against Australia in the three-match ODI
series in January. The 2.0 version of vintage Mahi
is in full swing in this IPL too. Even after suffer-
ing from back spam and fever because of which
he missed out two games (both of which Chennai
lost), Dhoni single-handedly took Chennai Super
Kings to the playoffs, this time not just by his pres-
ence but also through his explosive batting in slog
overs which made a big difference in the end.
Often being criticized for not having fancy figures
in IPL, Dhoni twice improved his best individual
figures first by scoring 75* off 46 balls, 4 fours and
4 sixes against Rajasthan Royals and then 84* off
48 balls, 5 fours and 7 sixes against Royal
Challengers Bangalore. And during this process,
he smashed Jaydev Unadkat for 28 against
Rajasthan and Umesh Yadav for 24 against RCB
in the final over of the innings, refreshing the tag
of being the Best Finisher of the game. Also, his
average of 83.20 says a lot about his consistency.
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(12 Innings, 162 runs)

Kedar Jadhav missed last year's edition due to an
injury in the very first game of the tournament and

this year even after
featuring in all the
14 games, the bat-
ting all-rounder
failed to leave any
impact on the field
scoring just 162
runs before pulling
out of the tourna-
ment because of
another injury

scare. Going by his performances in the
International arena he is surely going to be the part
of starting XI in the World Cup but the
Maharashtrian batsman struggled to find runs in
the last competitive tournament before the Cricket's
biggest showpiece.
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(14 Innings, 244 runs, 1 Wicket)

Vijay Shankar was
guilty of putting
India on the verge
of losing Nidahas
trophy final in his
first India call-up
against Bangladesh
back in March 2018
before Dinesh
Karthik's last over
heroics helped

India to win the game and trophy. But a year after
in his second chance against New Zealand he
brushed aside blues of past to not just erase bad
memories of his first senior team spell but also
secure World Cup berth in the expense of Ambati
Rayudu. And coming into this IPL a lot was expect-
ed out of Vijay Shankar to showcase his caliber but
the Tamil Nadu all-rounder performed even after
getting opportunities to bat up higher the order.
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(13 Innings, 253 runs)

Senior wicket-
keeper batsman
Dinesh Karthik's
selection in place of
young flamboyant
Rishabh Pant raised
a lot of questions
when the squad
was announced on
April 14 with
experts agreeing

with the fact that Karthik's glove work proved deci-
sive in his selection. But by the business end of the
tournament, disappointing end of Knight Riders
campaign and Pant's match-winning innings
against Rajasthan Royals and Sunrisers Hyderabad
has left DK to prove his worth and silence critics
with an impactful performance in the World Cup.
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(15 Innings, 402 runs 14 Wickets)

Returning back to
the field after a dis-
appointing period
where he suffered
temporarily sus-
pension from
Indian setup for
loose comments on
women in a televi-
sion reality show
that caused havoc

and injury that ruled him out of domestic series
against Australia. Hardik Pandya made most of this
year's Indian Premier League tournament by
showing what he brings to the Indian set up with
his presence in the line-up. The 25-year old

Baroda all-rounder hard hitting in the slog overs
in almost every game and his crucial breakthroughs
played a pivotal role in Mumbai's successful cam-
paign this time. Also with the inclusion of Dhoni's
trademark Helicopter shot and the charismatic use
of batting crease to tackle Yorkers, the fast bowl-
ing all-rounder updated his batting style and it looks
more compact than ever. What made him more spe-
cial is his spectacular fielding efforts.
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(9 Innings, 106 runs, 15 Wickets)

Considering the
weather in England
during summer that
could offer some
help for the spin-
ners, Ravindra
Jadeja booked his
place as a third
spinner in the
Indian set up. The
left-arm bowler had

a satisfactory campaign in 2019 where apart from
being regular among wickets, the left-handed
lower order batsman played some vital knocks at
the end of the innings. However there wasn't any
remarkable performance from him but given that
Kedar Jadhav is suffering from an injury, the 2013
Champions Trophy leading wicket-taker can make
a place in the starting XI as a potential number
seven batsman.

�1������!���+
(9 Matches, 4 Wickets)

India's leading wicket-taker in the ODI format since
making his debut, Kuldeep Yadav had a forgetful IPL
campaign in 2019. The joint leading wicket-taker for
Kolkata Knight Riders in 2018 edition (17 wickets),

Yadav failed to get
wickets this season
and after getting just
4 wickets in nine
games he eventually
lost his place even
from the starting
eleven. India's first
choice finger spin-
ner, Kuldeep was
considered as India's

biggest weapon in the bowling front especially after
his outstanding performance against England in 2018
tour, where he took 9 wickets in three games. Even
though his IPL outing affected his confidence, he is
still going to pose a serious threat to the overseas bats-
man considering the fact that they still struggle to
understand his deliveries and also the presence of
Mahendra Singh Dhoni behind the wickets makes
his look a completely different bowler.
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(14 Matches, 18 Wickets)

Unlike Kuldeep, his
partner in Indian
setup Chahal had an
impressive IPL sea-
son but because of
yet another disap-
pointing show by his
side Royal
C h a l l e n g e r s
Bangalore, his per-
formance didn't gain

enough spotlight. Playing under Virat Kohli, he
proved his worth by being the regular wicket taker
and time again helped RCB to get breakthroughs
whenever the team demands one such. Being a smart
bowler who understands the batsman brain, Chahal's
variation in length and quick comeback after being
smashed for boundaries makes him an asset. Also,
his partnership with Kuldeep in the XI, where both
of them compliments each other well will prove to
be a decisive factor going into the World Cup.
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(15 Matches, 13 Wickets)

Two times Purple
Cap winner in IPL,
B h u v n e s h w a r
Kumar also got the
chance to lead
S u n r i s e r s
Hyderabad this time
in absence of regular
skipper Kane
Williamson in quite
a few matches. But

he didn't look that effective as he was some of the pre-
vious campaigns. Considered as one of the most eco-
nomical players and also someone who provide early
breakthroughs, Bhuvi didn't look that impressive in
the slog overs and was taken into cleaners, thus leak-
ing too many runs in the end. His economy rate of
7.81 runs per overlooks impressive when it comes to
any other T20 bowler's statistics but going by his stan-
dard it was his second most expensive one. Also for
the second time only in the last six years, he failed
to cross the 15 wickets barrier.
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(16 Matches, 19 Wickets)

Probably the best
bowler in interna-
tional cricket at the
moment, Jasprit
Bumrah time and
again showed why
he is the worst night-
mare for any bats-
man in the world in
current time. His
perfect yorkers,

slower and bouncers are not just easy to understand
but also hard to tackle. The 25-year old Bumrah for
the fourth consecutive season crossed the 15 wick-
et mark and what's more impressive this time was his
best ever economy of 6.63 runs per over. But the high-
lighting spell was his super over against Sunrisers
Hyderabad in the league match at Wankhede. He
helped Mumbai Indians to easily chase down the tar-
get of 9 runs with three balls remaining. Also his smart
bowling in the final game against Chennai earned him
praise from Mumbai Indians mentor and cricket leg-
end Sachin Tendulkar, who referred him as the best
bowler in the world at this stage (death overs).
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(14 Matches, 19 Wickets)

Playing for new franchise Kings XI Punjab, Shami for
the first time featured in all the 14 games of IPL in
his seven years association with the cash-rich league.
And the right arm medium pacer made the most of
it by picking 19 wickets, which is just two less than

his combined six
season dismissals.
He finished the cam-
paign as the leading
wicket-taker of
KXIP and sixth
overall in the bowl-
ing chart and van-
ished the tag of not
being able to deliver
in the shortest for-

mat. After his strong comeback in India's Test and
ODI setup, his IPL performance has not just put for-
ward a strong case for starting XI spot but also revamp
his career.
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